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Smith leads
UK to title
win Monday
Page 6
STATE

Debate on auto
tax continues
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There's an $8 million difference
of opinion over how vehicles
should be taxed. There is even
a difference of opinion about
whether the difference is $8
miilion or $14 million.
The subject is one of the
most scorned and arbitrary of
taxes — the sales tax on vehicles. The sales tax on new vehicles, for example, is 6 percent
of 90 percent of the manufacturer's suggested retail price,
regardless of what is actually
paid. And the sales tax on used
vehicles is based on the retail
book value of the vehicle, regardless of the actual price
paid.
There are two different approaches being taken in the
General Assembly to change
those calculations.
''We want to 01 away from
manuals. The manuals are not
fair," said Rep. Hubert Collins,
D-Wittensville.
Collins proposes tagging the
sales tax on used cars to the
actual cash price paid, excluding any trade-in or other factors. For new cars, the tax
would be based on the cash
price, plus the value of a tradein the dealer puts on his ledger.
Original estimates said that
approach would cut $600,000
from the total taxes. Collins
said later figures he obtained
from the Transportation Cabinet raised the value of the tax
cut to more than $6 million.
The Senate on Monday took
a different approach and a
compromise of some sorts will
have to be worked out this
week before the session
concludes.
Sponsored by Charlie Borders, R-Russell, and Bob Jackson, D-Murray, new car taxes
would based on cash price,
plus the average trade-in book
value of the trade-in.

'Cats grab title
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Three street cleaning machines
swept through downtown Lexington early this morning, brushing
aside much of the evidence but
none of the memories following a
night of frenzied celebration.
By 3 a.m., only a few stragglers plodded through streets
where a mob of close to 15,000
had congregated less than two
hours earlier.
In an almost eerie silence, several dozen police officers in riot
gear watched as the machines rapidly cleared the intersection of
Euclid and Woodland Avenues of
thousands of beer cans, broken
glass and abandoned shoes.
The Kentucky Wildcats won
their second national championship in three years, 78-69 over
Utah Monday night, and this
time, police were prepared. More
than 300 officers lined the downtown streets during peak partying
hours, several on horseback, as a
National Guard helicopter shone
light down below.
Lexington Police Chief Larry
Walsh said he knew of only four
confirmed arrests after police. arrested 12 Saturday following the
Wildcats' victory over Stanford
in the semifinals.
"It was the best crowd I've
ever seen," Walsh said.

They're the bomb,
baby! We did it!"
Katie Peake
UK fan
Police reported that eight people were taken to local hospitals
with minor injuries, including
one police officer who hurt his
ankle in the stampede of bodies.
Another reveler was injured after
being struck by a car in a
crowded parking lot.
"I'm glad March Madness is
over; I'm ready for April," said
Assistant Chief Sandra Devers,
adding that everyone, from the
fans to the police, needed some
much-needed rest.
Mere seconds after the final
buzzer, thousands of fans flooded
the streets of downtown Lexington waving flags, jumping on the
hoods of slow-moving cars and
shouting their never-ending love
for their team.

•
down by 10 at halftime, most
fans never lost hope. They remembered comeback victories
over Duke and Stanford earlier in
the tournament.
The team would bounce back
in this one, too — Kentucky fans
just knew it.
"Oh, they'll come back," said
Kevin Beall. "This team's nickname is 'The Unsinkables' —
just like the Titanic."
The plan was so well-scripted
earlier Monday that everyone
from T-shirt vendors to fans
hunting for prime seats at
crowded sports bars seemed to
know exactly where they would
be before, during and after the
big game.
Twins Jeremy and John Foster
played gin rummy at a table inside Steak Fest Bar and Grill,
passing time before the game that
would start six hours later.
"I've called all of my friends
and told them we've got a table,"
said Jeremy, a UK junior.
"We're going to stay here until
the party afterwards. It's the only
time in Lexington you can have
an Open container and not get
caught."
Of the hundreds of officers on
active duty during and after Monday night's game, some were
staked out with video cameras on

"We're celebrating until tomorrow evening!" Jason
Groneck screamed.
"I'm absolutely amazed!" said
Ashelea McMillen, sporting her
Wildcat-blue lipstick.
"They're the bomb, baby"
Katie Peake screamed. "We did
it!"
With their beloved Wildcats • See Page 2
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Attorneys fight for
Lewinsky evidence
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
months after the trial' judge rejected the use of Monica
Lewinskt-related evidence in
Paula Jones' lawsuit against President Clinton, Mrs. Jones' lawyers are asking an appeals court
to allow the information into the
sexual harassment case.
The Jones attorneys were filing
written arguments today with the
8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in St. Louis, hoping to use Ms.
Lewinsky's case as another example of Clinton connecting sex
with employment.
The president has denied any
sexual encounter with either Mrs.
Jones while he was governor of
Arkansas or Ms. Lewinsky at the
White House.
A former Miss America whose

testimony is being sought in the
Jones lawsuit, Elizabeth Ward
Gracen, has told the New York
Daily News that she had sex with
Clinton when he was governor of
Arkansas, but she insists it was
consensual. Ms. Gracen, 37, a
former Miss Arkansas who became Miss America in 1982, previously has denied any liaison
with Clinton.
In an interview, the Daily
News reported today, Ms. Gracen
said she was coming forward at
this time to rebut allegations that
he forced himself on her. The alleged encounter occurred in 1983
in Little Rock, Ark., the newspaper said.
At a federal grand jury, meanwhile, the president's chief of
Oval Office operations, Nancy
Hemreich, testified for the fourth
time in the investigation of Clin-

ton's relationship with Monica
Lewinsky.
In seeking reversal of orders
by U.S. District Judge Susan
Webber Wright, Mrs. Jones' lawyers said in a statement Monday: "The district court's orders
... elevate White House damage
control to constitutional heights,
while ignoring the fundamental
rights of Mrs. Jones."
While the Jones legal team was
focused on their appellate filing,
lawyers for Clinton submitted arguments to Wright in Little Rock,
Ark., seeking a contempt citation
against Mrs. Jones" attoqteys.
The Clinton attorneys accused
the Jones lawyers of violating a
gag order imposed by Wright and
disclosing the identity of a woman who, according to papers
filed by Mrs. Jones' attorneys, alII See Page 2

Park event seeks
money for lights
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Organizers of Saturday's March for Parks hope it will prove to
be an "enlightening" experience in the future.
Money raised during this year's event will help buy 24 light
poles and fixtures for the new park on Arcadia Drive, thus the
"Light up the Parks" theme.
Activities will go from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The actual march will
begin at 10:30 a.m. at the baseball/softball parking lot.
Parks director Skip Dobbs decided to have this year's event on a
weekend instead of during the week to get more people involved.
"We wanted to make it more of a city-wide thing, to get people
into the park," Dobbs said. "We wanted to make them more aware
of the parks and what our needs are."
This will be the first March for the Parks for Dobbs, who became
director last fall, as well as the Save the Parks, a local parks advocacy group that is helping organize the event.
"We're just trying to feel our way along,- said parks advocate
Mary Jane Littleton. "This year, we're just trying to put together a
successful March for the Parks."
Littleton, Dobbs and others will join the Murray High School
• See Page 2

House gives nod
to pay increase
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The House has voted in 'favor of
a pay raise for senators and representatives by a vote of 54-40.
House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg,
rebutted charges of critics Monday that the issue of legislative
pay was often by subterfuge or
late in sessions.
"I want the people of Kentucky to upderstand you are voting yourielves a pay raise," said
Stumbo.

WEATHER
Tonight...A 30 percent
chance of evening showers...Then becoming mostly
clear overnight. Low in the
mid 40s. Southwest wind 10 to
15 mph.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
High 65 to 70.
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BERNARD KANEILedger & T,rhes
THE FIRST TIME: Marty Fender, 2, relies on the aid and comfort of
her mother Sandra as they test out the slide in the Murray-Calloway
County Park for the first time late last week. The family is from New
Concord.

BERNARD KANE Ledger & T mes photo
FACING THE ISSUES: Julia T. Wood, a professor at the University of North Carolina and the keynote
speaker at the 11th Celebrate Women conference, leads a discussion group during a smaller break-out
session Monday at the Curris Center. About 300 people attended the two-day conference

Rep. Tom Rifler, D-Louisville,
who has pestered his colleagues
on ethics and pay. issues in recent
years, tried to get the vote put off
until a poll could he done of
public sentiment on a pay raise.
House members tried to shout
Riner down on a couple of occasions and dett...ted his idea by a
vote of 87-7.
-This vote becomes a defining
issue tor the General Assembly,"
Riner said.
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry
Clark, D-Louis‘ille, said voters
will make the deternimation about politics of the issue when legislators seek c,lection in
Novelliber.
Rep. Vernon Miniard, R Monticello, a Ireshman legislator,
said he was not seeking reelection because of the financial
sacrifice he has had to make. Mrmard, a lawyer, said hts business
has suffered dramatically.
"I've lost more money up here

The issue came up and debate
began after 8 p.m. EST. nearly
four hours into the House proceedings Monday. The raise is
contained in the budget of the entire legislative branch. It was
added to that document during
another evening session last week
in the Senate.
Stumtx) had proposed a similar
raise two years ago as an amend• See Page 2
ment to another budget bill.
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•Title...,
FROM PAGE 1the roofs of various downtown
businesses, hoping to Latch
would-be looters in the act Many
downtown streets were blocked
off by halftime.
Managers at the two student
bookstores in town were more
than ready for a Kentucky victory. They knew a win would
mean huge T-shirt sales this
morning.
"We're selling out of our Final
Four T-shirts, so we need a national title," said Kennedy Book
Store manager Carol Behr, who
had 27 different versions of the
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championship shirt reads to go

FROM PAGE 1

today.
The chaos was not limited to
Lexington. In Bowling Green in
central Kentucky, for S5 fans
could watch the game on a
24-toot screen in the theater at
the National Corvette Museum.
'You should hear the noise
level in here'. It's incredible,"
Liz Hill said moments after the
game ended. Her vcice hoarse
from cheering, the museum official said the 50 or so people who
assembled for the game never
heard the final buzzer.
"By then we had already been
up and screaming," Hill said.

legedly was sexually assaulted by
Clinton 'More than 20 years ago.
The Clinton filing included an
affidavit and deposition from the
woman denying Clinton had
made any unwelcome Sexual
advances.
Mrs. Jones contends she was
denied proper pay r ses and advancement in her rkansas govshe refused a
ernment job
sexual overture by Clinton in
1991. Clinton has said he can't
recall meeting Mrs. Jones and deflies any such incident took place.
The' Jones lawyers have submitted depositions in which witnesses said Clinton offered or
provided government jobs to women who went along with his
sexual advances — and were
willing to keep silent about them.
..
In denying use Of evidence related to_Ms. Lewinsky, Wright in
January ruled that "the substaninterests of the presidency
militate against any undue delay
in this matter that would be occasioned by allowing plaintiff to
pursue the Monica Lewinsky
matter."
The judge added that "a
speedy resolution of this case is
in everyone's best interests, including that of the Office of the
President." She 'reaffirmed her
decision earlier 'this month.
Thelones lawyers said Clinton
had sought an acceleration of the

CLARIFICATION
Because of incorrect information given to the Ledger &
Times, Monday's story about the
Boy Scout poster incorrectly reported that it would cost $3,000
to remove, preserve and transport
the billboard-sized item to the national scouting museum here. Removal will cost $3,000, but preservation will cost an additional
$9,000, said museum director Susan Hardin. Anyone wanting to
donate to the poster fund should
call 800-303-3047.
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trial, but never explained how doing so "would serve the Office of
the Presidency as distinct from
his own political goals."
"Certainly there is nothing in
the record to indicate that any interest of the presidency is implicated in allowing Mrs. Jones this
important evidence."
In their request for a contempt
order against the Jones attorneys,
the president's lawyers accused
the Jones camp of trying to
"taint the jury pool" with false
information and with using her
lawsuit "as a stalking horse for
the investigation being conducted
by independent counsel" Kenneth Starr.
Starr spokeswoman Deborah
Gershman said, "We are not
working in collaboration with the
lawyers for Paula Jones."

II House...
FROM PAGE 1
by being in the legislature than I
can afford," Miniard said. "The
way it's going, you're going to
have to be wealthy to be in this
chamber."
The raise would increase the
base pay for a day's work from
$100 to $150 and the monthly ah
lotment when the General Assembly is not in session from
$950 to $1,435.
It would be the first substantive pay raise for legislators since
1984. Two years ago, their daily
and monthly pay was tied to inflation and it would be under the
new arrangementas well. The actual amounts legislators are paid
now are $105.58 per day and
$1,002.97 per month when not in
session.
Rep. Freed Curd of Murray
voted for the increase. ,

CCFR gets
help from
bulldozer
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & TImes

For the fifth time in 10 days,
local firefighters had to call in
the Kentucky Division of Forestry's bulldozer to help.
On Monday afternoon, they
also needed help from the
agency's airplane.
Four firefighters from the Calloway County Fire-Rescue squad
we, able to put out the fire that
burned 1,4 acres of Tennessee
Valley Authority property near
Wildcat Beach in minutes, according to Chief Greg Cherry.
But it took almost 1Y2 hours to
get to the blaze, which apparently
started when campers let their
fire get out of control. Cherry
said.
The forestry division members
in the airplane guided firefighters
in a four-wheel drive truck along
dirt trails made by four-wheelers,
Cherry said.

FROM PAGE 1
percussion section, who will play
cadences during the one-squareblock march.
The route will go along Arcadia to North 12th Street, then left
onto East Chestnut Street, left
again onto North 10th Street and
back to Arcadia Drive.
Afterward, children and adults
have a variety of events from
which to choose, including testing their pitching arms in front of
a radar gun. T-shirts will be
awarded at the end of the day to
the hardest throwers in various
age divisions, Dobbs said.
Other activities for children include a wind tunnel; displays of a
fire truck, police car, National
Guard vehicle and Murray State
University's wildlife refuge
birds; and games by the YMCA.
Among the adult activities
scheduled are:
*Music by the Murray High
School Jazz Band at 11 a.m.
*Political speakers at 11:30
a.m.
*A 15-minute skit at the Playhouse in the Park at 12:30 p.m.
*A concert of country and soft
Kick music by "Special Request"
at 9 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Fairgrounds on Kentucky
121 North.
Because of the march's pro-

ximity to Arbor Day on Friday,
the U.S. Forest Service will hand
out Scotch pine and white pine
seedlings.
Other fundraisers include the
sale of March for the Parks Tshirts and a car wash at Hardee's
on North 12th Street by the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
Those activities and donations
will go toward the $9,600 cost of
buying and installing the 24 light
pole and fixture. March organizers are asking all Murray and
Calloway County residents to
contribute $l.
Any person, civic organization
or business that donates at least
$400 will get a name plate
mounted to a pole.
The lights will provide better
lighting and security at the park,
which is not just used in the summer and fall, Dobbs said.
"Even in the winter, we have
around 100 people sitting in their
cars, eating lunch," he' said.
The lights also will indirectly
help Murray and Calloway
County, since recreation areas are
one factor considered by busines-,
ses and industries when scoutingl.
a potential home, Dobbs said.
"For us to be competitive with
other places, we need to have
quality parks and programs for
citizens to come and enjoy their
leisure time," he said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An audit found that federal funds
were used to pay utility bills for
Clinton County road employees
and the husband of the former deputy judge-executive, State Auditor Ed Hatchett said today.
Hatchett said the audit also
showed that nine of the judgeexecutive's personal Water bills
were paid from county funds.
Judge-Executive Charlene
King responded that-the problem
with her water bills occurred
when the county had a new finance officer. King said she
pointed out the problem to auditors and she resolved the matter
quickly.
"I reimbursed the county immediately," she said in an interview today.
The audit found that Federal
Emergency Management Agency
funds were used to assist four
county road employees, including
the road foreman, with their
electric bills, Hatchett said. The
employees were not eligible for
such assistance, he said.
r
Questionable expenditures also

included a $200 propane gas bill
for Jerome Grider, husband of
former Deputy Judge-Executive
Patsy Grider, Hatchett said. Auditors noted that documentation
concerning this bill might have
been altered to'conceal the identity of the person benefiting from
the grant funds,
"I trust that our audit will
serve as a blueprint for the fiscal
court, and help prevent, similar
problems in the future," Hatchett
said in a news release.
The audit recommends that the
southern Kentucky county refund
$4,596 in federal grant funds.
Other findings include:
—The fiscal court should repay
$115,991 to the road and bridge
fund,
—The county's appropriation
ledger was not correctly posted,
resulting in an inaccurate financial statement.
1 —On Nov. 25, 1997, King informed the auditor's office that
some of her personal water bills
had been paid from the county's
General Fund.

TVA to ground helicopters
FLORENCE, Ala.(AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority has
decided to ground its two Huey
helicopters after learning the U.S.
Army and National Guard have
grounded 900 while the cause of
a common gearbox failure is
determined.
On Feb. 3, four people were
killed when a TVA-owned Huey

helicopter crashed into a metal
utility pole in Savannah, Tenn.
The cause of the crash has not
been determined, and it's unknown if the crash was related to
the gearbox failure.
TVA has seven helicopters
based at its Muscle Shoals aviation services hangar, two of
which are Huey models, said
TVA spokesman Gil Francis.
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Environment concerns Clinton
GABORONE, Botswana (AP) — President Clinton is consulting
with African environmentalists on preserving the natural beauty he
appreciated while on safari.
Clinton was flying today from his safari lodge in remote Kasane
to Gaborone for a meeting at the Mokolodi Nature Preserve 1t h
six experts on environmental issues facing Africa.
One concern Clinton hopes to address is poaching, which is particularly troublesome in elephant-rich Botswana.

Envoy heads back home
JERUSALEM (AP) — U.S. envoy Dennis Ross headed back to
Washington today without a deal on a West Bank pullout, but a top
adviser to Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said progress was
made.
In four days of talks with Netanyahu and Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat, Ross was unable to make headway on persuading
Israel to agree to a U.S. proposal for a troop withdrawal from 13
percent of the West Bank.
Ross said the stalemated peace talks were beginning to "diminish the hopes that people have for seeing a very different Middle
East and for building and achieving peace."

Tourist tried to swipe penguins
DUNEDIN, New Zealand (AP) — A court in New Zealand fined
a Japanese tourist Tuesday for attempting to pilfer two penguins
from a wildlife preserve.
Takehiko Yamasaki, 30, was caught in a fenced area at the South
Island's Taiaroa Head nature colony Dec. 28. His car was searched
and two penguins were discovered inside a bag. He pleaded guilty
and was fined $490.
Yamasaki was charged with unlawfully possessing two penguins
and disturbing the nature colony. He was accused of possessing
both a blue penguin and a yellow-eyed penguin.

AROUND THE NATION
Magazine moving contents
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PLEASANTVILLE, N.Y.(AP) — The Reader's Digest table of
contents is going undercover.
Beginning with the May issue, the world's largest-circulation
magazine will move its table.of contents off the front cover to
modernize its look and make it easier for readers to navigate, editor
in chief Christopher Willcox said Monday.
"When you have the table of contents on the cover, it limits
what you can say about what's in the magazine," Willcox said.
Reader's Digest was first published in 1922, with line drawings
on the covers, and in September 1923 began listing the contents on
the front. For a couple of years in the 1960s, Willcox said, the table
of contents was shifted to the back cover.

AROUND THE STATE
Rupp widow dies
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Esther Schmidt Rupp, widow of former University of Kentucky basketball coach Adolph Rupp, died of
natural causes at Central Baptist Hospital. She was 95.
Mrs. Rupp died Sunday, on the eve of Kentucky's attempt for its
seventh national basketball championship.
Adolph Rupp coached the Wildcats for 42 years, from
1930-1972, and finished his career as the winningest coach in the
history of college basketball with a record of 876-190. He died
Dec. 11, 1977 at the age of 76.

Bill includes tobacco incentives
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky House has voted to
expand an economic-development program to let some tobaccoproducing counties qualify for tax incentives meant to lure manufacturers to impoverished areas.
Supporters said the proposal would help counties most dependent
on tobacco to prepare for a tooitngpowntum in burley production
that will strip them of jobs Mid t,31( revenue.
"We don't want to wait untirweliave a lot of unemployment,
and then try to build them back up," said Rep. Pete Worthington,
who sponsored the amendment tacked on to a bill that passed the
House.

3
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State representative detained at airport
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Pete Worthington, DEwing, was detained at the
Dallas-Fort Worth Airport for
carrying a .22 caliber handgun in
his carry-on baggage, a spokesman for the Texas airport said.
Spokesman Joe Dealey said
Monday that Worthington tried to
enter the Delta Air Lines terminal
building when the weapon was
discovered at a security checkpoint on Friday. Worthington was
taken by airport police to their
headquarters and questioned. The
gun was kept and Worthington
was allowed to continue his trip
to San Antonio.
"Even though he was released
and able to continue his _travels,

he is still subject to charges.
Dealey said.
Dealey said the Dallas County
district attorney's office would
make the decision -about pressing
criminal charges. That office was
closed on Monday evening.
"I was not charged with anything,— Worthington said during
a brief interview outside the
House chamber on Monday night.
He declined further comment,
including whether he was in the
Dallas airport with a handgun.
Dealey said given all the circumstances, including Worthington's cooperation and status as an
elected official, his case was not
unusual.
"He was very cooperative. He
was very embarrassed by what
had transpired. We have no reason to believe this was anything

misukc
other than an r
Deale said.
It was not clear how Worthiuig
ton got to Dallas with a handgun
because he would has e had ui
through airport .e.urit pr IL C
dures elsewhere to get there.
Carrying a weapon into an airport could be a third-degree lelony, punishable hy up to to
years in prison and a S[10,000
tine. But without prior felonies or
weapons charge, the offense is
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Bill would let murder
defendants claim bias
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that would let murder deferpdants claim racial bias to try to
avoid a death sentence has won
final passage.
The Kentucky House passed it
Monday night without amendments, which supporters of the
bill said was crucial.
Three Republican amendments .
were defeated. Any amendment
would have sent the bill back to
the Senate, where it originated
and had passed by a scant 20-17.
The bill would not survive a
return trip, said Rep. Jesse Crenshaw, D-Lexington, who handled
the bill for Sen. Gerald Neal, DLouisville.
The bill would enable a defendant, before trial, to claim that
race somehow was a factor in the
prosecution's decision to seek the
death penalty.
The defendant could base the
claim on statistics but would have
to prove it by "clear and convincing evidence" — a substantial legal standard.
If the judge was persuaded, the
prosecutor would have to refute
the claim. Rep. Stan Cave, RLexington, said the prosecutor
could do that only by putting on
his or her .case.
"Instead of having one capital
murder trial, you'd have two,"
Cave said. "You'd have endless
appeals."
Cave said the bill was a veiled
attempt to abolish capital punishment. Some prosecutors made the
same claim in legislative hearings
on the bill.
The vote for passage was
70-23. But critical votes came
earlier on the amendments.
Cave pushed two of the
amendments. The first would require a claim of racial prejudice
to be raised between the trial verdict and final sentencing. It was
voted down 34-54.
The second, to limit statistical
evidence to the county of the
crime or trial, faded 43-50.

usuall.s handled aN a misdemeanor. with up to a !.ear in jail and
a S4,000 fine.
Former Dallas Cow hos head
,oach Barry Swit/er was stopped
in August 1997 for carrv. mg a
handgun in his luggage.
SK 'tier agreed to pay a S1,500
tine and perform 80 hours of
public service in a plea bargain in
December that allows the incident to be erased from his record
in a year.

FINAL CLOSING
DAYS
March 28th thru April 29th

50% OFF Storewide

Court Square • Murray • 753-5968
Hours: Tues.-Fri. 2:00-5:30; Sat. 10:00-4:00

A third amendment, by Rep.
Mark Treesh of Philpot, would
have substituted the bill with a
requirement for jurors to attest to
fairness and forswear prejudice.
It was beaten 40-50.
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in offering special congratulations for an out.itancling performance. Perhaps this is the professional who can help you determine your life
insurance, annuity or career opportunity needs
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Conference committee meets briefly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The conference committee on the
budget met — officially — for a total of about five minutes.
The real work on resolving differences between House and Senate spending plans continued in various offices -and through telephone conversations and messages sent back and forth the length of
the third floor of the Capitol by various emissaries.
The conference COITUtlittOC is supposed to conduct its business in
public sessions, a change made to the procedures in 1996. Instead,
the House, Senate, various interest groups and even Gov. Paul Patton's administration tinker through informal means.

Children's health bill passes
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky House has passed a
bill to provide health insurance coverage for thousands of poor
children.
If the bill becomes law, coverage would be available to children
through age 18 who otherwise are uninsured and whose families
have incomes no greater than twice the federal poverty level. Premiums for private insurance would be subsidized.
In addition, the state would expand its Medicaid program to
cover children 14 through 18 whose families' incomes equal or fall
below the federal poverty level.
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Loan companies face restrictions
FROKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Companies that loan money based
on people signing over the titles to their cars or trucks apparently
will soon be facing some new restrictions.
The House legislation Monday to limit the interest rates such
companies can impose to 36 percent per year, or three percent a
month. The bill has already passed the Senate and now goes to
Gov. Paul Patton for his consideration. •

Heath parents send support letter
PADUCAH, ky. (AP) -! The' parents of three girls killed in a
western Kentucky shooting spree have expressed their support and
comfort in a letter to families of the Jonesboro, Ark., shooting
victims.
The parents also pointed out that they are seeking a meeting with
President Clinton "to begin a national dialogue on ways we can
work together to end the violence. Perhaps you might consider
joining us in this meeting." Clinton is now in South Africa.
"If you ever need to talk, know that we arc here. You are not
alone in your suffering," said the letter signed by Joe and Judy
James, Chuck and Gwen Hadley, and Wayne and Sabrina Steger.
Their children were shot to death Dec. 1 when a 14-year-old
Heath High School student allegedly opened fire on a group of students at a prayer circle meeting.
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FROM OUR READERS
Media crucifying president
Dear Editor:
News media! at the behest of the Republican Party, you are crucifying
your own president. Convicting him with no proof beforejustice can be
served. Character assasination is worse than death.
Just today, March 10, Journalist David Brock, political enemy of
Clinton, apologized for repeating gossip he got from political enemy
patrol officers for the thrill of "popping Clinton right between the eyes?*
Along with millions of Americans, I love and admire Pres. Clinton
and our noble, beautiful First Lady,who are doing so much good for our
country.
Boosting our economy, balancing the budget for the first time in 30
years,erasing the deficit,extending world trade,preserving world peace,
and hiring more blacks and women in government than ever before in
our history.
Clinton is beyond question the greatest communicator,best educated,
most enthusiastic and most compassionate president we have ever had.
He is a Christian who does not throw stones because like us, he is not
without fault.
I feel fortunate to have lived during the terms of 11 presidents,Hoover
to Clinton. I saw vicious attacks by Republicans on F.D.R., Truman,
Kennedy,Johnson,Carter, but nothing to equal the venom hurled against
Hillary first then Clinton for the past six years.
While children went hungry, Ken Starr spent $40 million taxpayer
dollars trying to dig up smut. Long ago I listened with my father,to the
conventions on our battery-operated Emerson radio. I have not missed a
'convention since. 1 love our government and the political races; but the
Republicans have long since forgotten what fair play means. They
stooped to dirty tricks even in Hoover's day.
Who instigated this witchhunt?
Such a shame that Clinton is cursed with being young. We need an old
fuddy-duddy back in the Whitehouse to sleep through everything except
his cue cards and being prompted by his "adoring" second wife on what
to say and when.
Edith Noffsinger
914 Lane Allen Road
Lexington, KY 40504-3110

Anger against women grows
Brittheny, Natalie, Paige Ann,
Stephanie and Shannon. If you saw
a photo of the four girls and a
woman in a local newspaper, you'd
expect the cutline to identify them
as winners of a speech team tourney
or finalists in a middle school
spelling bee. You could easily imagine that right before the shot, the
four girls primped by fixing each
other's hair or licking their lips, as
suggested in .girls' magazines like
"Seventeen" or "Sassy."
Inevitably, when the photographer said something corny like,
"Cheese," to get them to smile, one
might have started giggling. You
can bet that would have set off the
others.So when it wasall over,there
would be the usual complaints:"My
eyes were shut," or "You made me
laugh!"
No matter how bad the girls
thought they looked, proud parents
would clip the photo from the paper.
And the husband.It mightend up on
the door of the refrigerator, secured
by a magnet stamped with the call
letters of the local radio station or

the phone number ofa favorite pizza
place. At least one parent would
take the snippet to work and make
copies to send to faraway relatives.
Unless they end up in a scrap
book, such mementos often get
misplaced or lost. When found,they
bring back memoriesof happy days,
when four pre-teen girls and their
favorite English teacher paused for
a snapshot in a 'hometown paper.
There is no such photo,ofcourse,
though real pictures of Brittheny
Varner, Natalie Brooks, Paige Ann
Herring, Stephanie Johnson and
Shannon Wright have dominated
the media for a week now. The
photos we are seeing are studio
poses and family portraits. Fortu-

nately, no one was quick enough to
get a candid shot of the five as they
lay dead and dying behind Westside
High, the most recent victims of
student violence in an alarming
trend that includes towns with picture-book names like Jonesboro and
Pearl, Lone Oak and Stamps.
The alleged perpetrators of this
mass murder are the youngest yet
—two boys aged 11 and 13. The
younger of the two was wellschooled in the use of guns,and the
other reportedly sought vengeance
for being dumped by a girl named
Candace, who was wounded — not
killed — in the bloodbath.
In the midst of soul searching

about how such an unthinkable
massacre could occur, the usual
suspects are rounded up: Easy availability of guns;absence of prayer in
schools; the rise of the single parent
family; glorification of violence on
television, at the movies, in video
games and popular song lyrics. And
don't forget the Internet.
Beyond all that, it seems to me
that it is open season on girls and
women, and frankly it scares me.
Today, on the last day of Women's History Month, we are facing
a terrifying problem. Our daughters
and sisters and aunts and mothers
are being murdered in cold blood by
males bearing grudges and automatic weapons. And it won't stop with
Jonesboro.
While some clamor for stiffer
penalties for underage killers, as if
that were a solution, the rest of us
need to take a closer look at anger
against women and how the fire is
being stoked in Washington, D.C.,
Frankfort, Ky.,and perhaps even in
our own small town. What do you
see?
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Girls need abortion facts
Dear Editor:
As the director of the Pregnancy Center of Northern Kentucky, 1
would like to address the 24-hour waiting period for abortions. The bill
was passed by the House, and has gone to the Senate. Gov.Paul Patton
has stated thaf he will veto the bill if it comes to his desk.
At our center, we give free pregnancy tests to girls and women who
need them, as well as accurate information about abortion, with
alternatives to abortion. We also help the girls with counseling,and any
material needs they may have for themselves and their babies'(if they
choose to keep their babies).
We have seen hundreds of girls since we've opened just a few years
ago,and I can say withoutexception,thatevery girl I have counseled that
was post-abortal (ha:s had an abortion in the past)regretted her decision:
It never matters what her circumstances were or why she had the
abortion. No matter how sure she was thatshe was doing the right thing,
after the fact she knew it was a mistake — too late.
can't tell you the number of times women have said to me: "II
someone had only told me this before my abortion ... my baby would be
alive today, or I would be able to live with myself, or I wouldn't be
having these nightmares, hear babies crying at night; or I wouldn't be
having these health problems, miscarriages.., the list could go on and on.
A woman can't make a good decision if she doesn't have all of the
facts. She has no choice if she isn't given any other options. If she doesn't
know what the abortion could do to her(and her baby) both physically
and emotionally, she is not making an informed decision, and that is no
real choice.
Waiting 24 hours, with all of the facts, could spare her a lifetime of
pain and suffering.
I pray that Gov.Patton will reconsider his position on this matter, and
give the women of Kentucky the ability to make an informed choice.
Patty Haubner, director
The Pregnancy Center of Northern Kentucky
8 Youell St.
Florence, KY 41042

USS Long Beach to hold reunion
Dear Editor:
USS Long Beach Association will hold the 1998 reunion in Branson,
Mo. It will be held Aug. 12-16 at the Branson Towers,236 Shepherd of
the Hills Expressway, Branson, Mo. 65616.
For reservations, call 1-800-683-1122 and give USS Long Beach
group number.j080. We are looking for all crew members and marine
detachments for all years. The 1999 reunion will be in Pensacola, Fla.
with a tentative date of Sept. 8-12, 1999.
For more information, contact me at the address below or call 716355-6661. My fax number is 716-355-6233. I may also be reached by email at lbcgn9@aol.com.
Don Shade, President
P.O. Box 69
Clymer, NY 14724-0069

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times *elcomes letters to the editor. All letters must
be signed' and should include the writer's address and telephone Mtnber for verification purposes. Letters must be under 500 words. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent
writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray LOP
,
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or faxed to (502)
753-1927.
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Impeachment a rare procedure
WASHINGTON (AP) —"Now
that many people in the capital
are talking about impeachment in
the investigation of President
Clinton, it is time to try to understand how this rarely used procedure works.
The Constitution is clear on
two points: The House has the
sole power to vote impeachment,
and the process then moves to the
Senate for trial — something that
has happened only 14 times in
U.S. history.
Beyond those jurisdictional
questions, impeachment gets a
little murkier.
•
Here, in question-and-answer
form, is a primer on how the process works. The answers come
from a Congressional Research
Service 'study of impeachment.
Q. What is impeachment?
A. An impeachment is a formal
accusation of wrongdoing, like an
indictment. Conviction can only
occur at a Senate trial. In the case
of Richard M. Nixon, the House
Judiciary Committee voted articles of impeachment against the
president, but he resigned before
they were acted on by the full
House.
Q. Who can be impeached?
A. The answer is not as simple
as it 'Might seeM. The Constitution says that "The President,
Vice President and all civil Officers of the Liiiteti 3iates" arc subject to impeachment. Civil officers are recognized as officials of
the executive and judicial
branches. But the first official
impeached and brought to trial in
the Senate was Sen. William
Blount of Tennessee. He was
acquitted on the ground that

NEWS ANALYSIS

DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
members of Congress are not
subject to impeachment.
Q. By what margin must the
House vote articles of
impeachment?
A. A simple majority is
enough.
Q. What about the Senate?
A. It would take two-thirds
majority of those voting ..to
convict.
Q. What are the grounds for
impeachment?
A. The Constitution says
"Treason, Bribery, or other high
Crimes and Misdemeanors." The
first two are self-explanatory.

The last is a catchall that can
cover everything from covering
up a political burglary to lying
about your sex life.
Q. What happens to most impeachment resolutions?
A. Nothing. They are referred
to the Housc Judiciary Committee and never heard about again.
Impeachment resolutions were
filed against President Reagan in
1983 and 1987 and against President Bush in 1991. They also
were filed against Presidents
Hoover and Truman and against
Andrew Young when he was U.S.
ambassador to the United

HOW TO FOLLOW THE ACTION
CONTACTING KENTUCKY'S LEGISLATORS
Toll Free Numbers:
•To check the status of a bill: 1-800-809-0020
•To leave a message for a legislator: 1-800-372-7181
▪ TTY number for hearing impaired: 1-800-896-0305
• To check the schedule of upcoming legislative
meetings: 1-800-633-9650
II To leave a message for someone attending a
legislative meeting: 1-800-592-4399
Other:
• Any legislator or legislative staff member can be
reached by calling: 1-502-564-8100
II The Legislative Research Commission home page
address on Internettwww.lre.state.ky.us/home.htm
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Nations.
O. What would be the basis for
any House inquiry into the possible impeachment of President
Clinton?
A. Undoubtedly, a report by
special counsel Kenneth Starr.
Under the Independent Counsel
Act, Starr must N''advise the
House of Representatives of any
substantial and credible information which such independent
counsel receives, in carrying out
the independent counsel's responsibilities that may constitute
grounds for an impeachment."
But regardless of what Starr
might or might not recommend,
the ,decision on whether to proceed with impeachment would
rest solely with the House.
Q. Is impeachment the only
way to bring legal action against
a sitting president?
, A. There is no definitive answer to that question. The courts
hiiie never ruled on whether a
president could be prosecuted for
a crime while in office. In a
speech to the Constitutional Convention, Alexander Hamilton said
the president could be impeached
and removed from office and "he
may afterwards be tried and punished in the ordin'ary course of
the law."
Q.'What punishment is called
for when a president is convicted
in an impeachment trial?
A. Removal from office and
disqualification to hold any other
federal office.
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Q. Does that 'end the matter?
A. No. After removal from office, a person could be indicted
and tried in the criminal courts.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, March
31, at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. John Lovins, chiroprator,
will be the speaker. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene
at 753-2350.
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Planning session set
All agency, organization and representatives of other groups interested in planning for Child Abuse Prevention Month activities for
April are invited to attend the interagency meeting at 11:30 a.m.,
Wednesday at Dutch Essenhaus. Dr. Rose Bogal-Allbritten, head of
the Murray State University department of social work, will present
a program about Parents Anonymous prior to the planning session
for Child Abuse Prevention Month.

JO 8uRKEEN/Ledger E. Times photo

A spring fashion show featuring clothes from The Place was presented
at the "Dressing For Success" luncheon of Murray Christian Women's
Club held March 20 at Seven Seas. Vickie Travis, standing second left,
was the narrator and also modeled an outfit. Models, pictured from left,
seated, are Dottie Kraemer, Martha Yezerski, Geri Andersen, standing,
Carol Bogard, Kristi Wright, Cheryl Crouch, Travis, and Cammie
Blalock.

SBDM meeting set
Calloway County High School will sponsor an elective fair for
eighth grade Calloway County Middle School students and their parents from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m., Thursday in the CCMS Library. This
fair will give them the opportunity to learn more about the elective
classes that are offered in high school. MI CCMS eighth grade students and parents are invited to attend.

Health Express stop listed
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
free blood pressure, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings at all
of its stops during the month of April. The latter test must be performed two hours after completing a meal. A Stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for $4. A stop this week will be
Thursday, April 2, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
Say-A-Lot Food Store, Murray.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
April 2, at..1 p.m. Jay Stone will speak about "Patio Gardens." Hostesses will be Virginia Hale, Billie Hall, Clover Cotham, Anna Mae
Owen and Shirley Tate.

Pet Therapy on Thursday

Meal program needs support
West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc. is asking for assistance from the
community to help maintain its
elderly meal program. It has recently been publicized that the meals
program has overspent its budget.In
order to maintain current service
levels additional sources of revenue
must be found.
The current emergency at West
Kentucky Allied Services is a result
of a combination of factors. There
have been cuts in Federal money
available and the agency has been
providing too many meals at an
inadequate reimbursement rate. No
wrong doing has been alleged.
The elderly meals program is the
largest of several programs at West
Kentucky Allied Services. Meals
are served to clients age 60 and

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, April 2, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. All interested persons are invited. For more
• infoimation call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Fish fry at local church
St. Leo Catholic Church will have a fish fry behind the church on
Friday, April 3. Serving will be from 4 to 7 pin. Tickets will be
available at the door and the public is invited to attend.

Relay for Life captains to meet
The second Team Captains' meeting for the American Cancer
Society's Relay for Life will be Thursday, April 2, at 5 p.m. at Pagliai's, Chestnut Street. Anyone interested in forming a team or
needing information call Roseanne and Paul Radke at 759-1442 or
Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

CCHS Night at Mr. Gatti's
Calloway County High School Project Graduation and Mr. Gatti's
are teaming up to raise money for the annual graduation night event
on Thursday, April 2. During the period of 5 to 9 p.m., Mr. Gatti's
will donate 10 percent of its sales to CCHS Project Graduation.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, March
27, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Jackson twin boys, mother, Luciana
Ray, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sarah Marlon Waldrop, Sedalia:
Mr. Jeffrey Allen &ay, Grand River; Ms
Beverly Ann Smothers, Benton; Mrs
Roberta Marie Lowe, New Concord: Miss
Rhonda Heberer and baby boy, Dexter,
Ms. Patricia Fay Scarbrough, Hazel and

AA meeting local center Thursday
An AA Meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, April 2, at 7 p.m.
at the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the center at
753-7676 (voice, or 753-7729 (TTD).

The baby weighed seven
pounds and 11 ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is

C

Garden Department will meet

Chorus to rehearse
The Music Department Chorus of the Murray Woman's Club will
rehearse Thursday at 7 p.m. at the clubhouse. All members are urged
to attend.

Miss Sara Elizabeth Stevenson, Benton.
Mr. Francis Sylvester Davis and Mr.
John L. Chadwick, both of Puryear; Mrs.
Bertha Frances Bomar, Paris; Mrs. Barbara A. Wyricii and baby boy, Cottage
Grove, TN.
Mrs. Lavine Inman Carter, Mrs. Nancy
Pearl Smotherman, Mr. JeweU Marlin
Johnson, Mrs. Hazel Johnson and fiks.
Brenda Joyce Roberts,
Mrs. Leticia Leon and baby boy, Mr.
Darrell D Crooks, Mrs. Amal Abdullah Al
Watari and Mr. Fred Wilkerson, all of
Murray

Rachel Breanna Elkins born
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lee Elkins
of Lynn Grove are the parents of
a daughter, Rachel Breanna, born
on Wednesday, March 18, 1998,
at 4:45 a.m. at the MurrayCallloway County Hospital.

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Clu&"will meet Thursday
at 1 p.m. Wayne Harper will speak on "Composting." Hostesses will
be Virginia Hale, Billie Hall, Clover Cotham, Anna Mac Owen and
Shirley Tate.

over.
Senior Citizens Centers throughout the Purchase Area serve congregate meals in a pleasant atmosphere.
Home Delivered meals provide not
only nourishment but also interaction with the outside world. In some
cases, the meal deliverer is the only
human contact some homebound
seniors have all day.
West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc. is an eight-county non profit
agency.It serves the elderly and low
income population of the Jackson
Purchase Area.
Anyone wishing to assist WKAS
should contact Joe Ross, Interim
Executive Director, at (502) 2474046 or West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. 400 N. 5th St., P.O.
Box 736, Mayfield, KY 42066.

the forincr Melissa Holden
Elkins.
A brother, Steven Ray Elkins,
and a sister, Rebekah Nicole Elkins are at home A brother, Brandon Chase Elkins, is deceased.
Grandparents are Steve and LaDonna Holden of Wingo and
Harold and Veronica Elkins of
Lynn Grove.

Tuesday, March 31
Murray High School Jazz and Symphonic Bands concert/8 p.m./Wrather
Museum auditorium, MSU.
Calloway County Middle School
parent-teacher conferences/3:30-6:30
p.m.
Retirees and former employees of
Murray-Calloway County Hospita1/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray-Calloway County Girls Softball Association registration/5-7
p.m /all Calloway elementary schools.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./MCCH private dining room.
Info/753-7490.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities. Memory
discussion/1 p.m ; Speech and Hearing Clinic/2 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic building,
North Fifth and Walnut Streets. Info/
Marcia/753-0854,
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Memorial Baptist Church Sanctuary
Class to Dover for meal/5 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/1-800-606-6047.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery,,MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Wednesday, April 1
Fellowship breakfast for any persons
and spouses who ever attended Faxon
School/8 a.m./Green Horse Cafe,
Highway 121 North.
MurrayCountry Club ladies golf
tee/10 a.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies bridge/9:30
a.m.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Depression Support Group/10:30
a.m./private dining room, MCCH.
Info/7E2-1485.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Senior Golf Group/8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Class/9 a.m.; Pinochle Club/12:30
p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
AA closed discussion/i1
a.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/1-800-606-6047.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Small Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/6 p.m.; Lenten worship
service/7:15 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.

t•
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Woodmen of the World Youth Get-To-Gethcr will be Saturday,
April 4, from 11 a.m. to noon at Mr. Gatti's. Youth are requested to
R.S.V.P. to 753-4377 by Thursday, April 2.

SUBSCRIBE

Acatlemic Excellence in a Christian Environment
St. Leo's Catholic Church • 401 N. 12th St. • Murray • 759-1321

Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Gen,ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Formal Wear and Limousine
304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Book Limousine
Services
For Prom!

•

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

KITCHEN & IATH DESIGNS
'Introduces the Pull-Out Shelf
•Custom made for existing cabinets
•Everything within reach
.Free in-home estimates
Call for more details

753-1546

Also andiabk Custom plans for new
and remodeling kitchen and bads jobs.

)1 ( I \11)1 11 RS
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iBunny DAYS
Api)
April 7th, 9th, 14th & 16th

KINDERGARTEN & NEW STUDENTS Grades K thru 8th

Murray Christian Academy

open 8.30 a.m.-4.15 p.m.

•Weddings •Proms •Banquets •ffirthda)s •Anmversanes

•

REGISTRATION
Thursday, April 2, 5-7 p.m.
• To enroll in the Kindergarten program,
child must be five years old on or before
October 1, 1998.
• Half or whole day kindergarten available.
• Meet the administrator, teachers & Board
of Directors.
• Visit classrooms.
• Talk with parents from the Parent-Teacher
Fellowship.
• Enjoy refreshments

p•m.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSLP

labv:4„,t-

•trref'

CALL Ti-IF YMCA Al 753-4295

Woodmen youth event April 4

College
Practice/6 30 p m
Fellowship/6 45 p m , Ash Wednesday
service/7 p.m
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun
Fellowship/8 30 a m , Adult
Education/7 p.m
West Fork Baptist Church WWOW,
Church Conference, Youth meting
children's musici7 p.m
Wistsid• Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p m.; Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6.30 p m . Team
Kid/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Brown bag
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6 p m
Choir/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6 p.m , prayer meeting, Mission
Friends, RAs, GAs, Youth/7 p m
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career and Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.: Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship supper.
Youth First Place/5.30 p.m.; Youth
Pizza, Library open/6 p.m.; Vickie
McGowan testimony, Children's
Choirs, Prime Time, Adult Handbells.
Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:30 p.m .
Sanctuary Choir/7:35 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Pre-School Choir,
Choristers/5 p.m.; First Wednesday
night dinner and Kids Club/5:30 p.m.;
Handbell rehearsal and Tom Turner
Prayer/6 p.m.; Singers Unlimited/6:15
p.m.; Lenten Bible Study/6:30 p.m., Sr
High UMYF Bible Study at Cat's17
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
New Lite Christian Center study/7

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business -

AFTER SCHOOLS NEVER
BEEN SO MUCH FUN!
"()()SHAI.I., 1)(

Wednesday, April
First Presbyterian Church Choir

for

1 5x7
4 wallets
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LIVE Bunnies
Call & Schedule Today!

753-7050

OAKWOOD STUN
121 N. Bypass • Murray
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Kentucky wins it all
'Comeback 'Cats' beat Utah 78-69

Heshimu Evans said. "We just
come back. We're a fighting
team. We're the Comeback
Cats."
With Tubby Smith working the
sideline instead of Rick Pitino
and with former stars Antoine
Walker, Ron Mercer and Derek
Anderson in the NBA, Kentucky
trophy closer to
Trlo‘ed one

KENTUCKY 78, UTAH 69

ship game three years in a row,"
said Scott Padgett, who missed
the last national title while sitting • See Page 7
out with academic problems.
"But during the tournament I
Scott Padgett (34) scored a
thought we were going to get it
game-high 17 points to lead
the whole time."
Kentucky to its seventh national
Utah's impressive run to what
championship Monday night.
would have been the school's
second title ended because Ken-

MVP Sheppard fulfills dream at UK
By DAVID DROSCHAK
AP Sports Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Jeff
Sheppard's story is one of patience and sacrifice — and of satisfied dreams.
"Not many kids can fulfill
their childhood dreams, to win a
national championship for the
team you want to play for," tke
Kentucky senior said Monday
night following the Wildcats'
78-69 victory over Utah in the
NCAA title game. "I'm just
blessed. I don't even know how
blessed I am."
The 6-foot-3 shooting guard

was in street clothes during Kentucky's run to the NCAA title
game last year after being convinced to redshirt by then-coach
Rick Pitino because his playing
time would be curtailed behind
Derek Anderson.
But his minutes weren't limited this time around as he led
Kentucky to its•seventh national
title and second in the last three
years. Sheppard won the Final
Four's most outstanding player
award with 16 points and a pair
of clutch plays down the stretch.
Sheppard said his career
flashed in front of him as he

stood at the foul line in the final
r'
seconds.
"I almost had to get my eyes
straight for the tears swelling up,
because you realize you have a
chance to win a championship.
It's just pure emotion," he said.
Sheppard said he grew as a
person and player during his
1997 redshirt season.
"I learned a lot about coaches
and where they come from with
their criticisms," Sheppard said.
"It's hard to completely understand a coach, but you get to
understand them a little more.
"I also learned to never get

down, keep a positive attitude sinking in yet."
Sheppard joins two other Wildwith your teammates the whole
cats
who won Final Four MVP
time — and just play. There is
only so much you can do to pre- awards — Jack Givens (1978)
pare for -a game, you just have to and Tony Delk (1996). The Wildgo out and play because you love cats won three national titles
from 1941-51 when no most outthe game."
And not many love the game in standing player award was
handed out, and Seattle's Elgin
Kentucky more than Sheppard.
"I could hardly sleep (Sunday Baylor won the honor in 1958 denight)," he said when asked if he spite the Wildcats winning the
visualized winning the crown. "I title.
Sheppard scored a career-high
woke up at 4 in the morning and
27
points in the national semifididn't get back to sleep until
7:30. Things were just running nals against Stanford to get the
through my mind. It is kind of
just a shock right now. It's not • See Page r

MHS blanks
Falcons 6-0;
Lady Tigers
drop opener
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CLINTON — Three Murray pitchers combined
for a no-hitter as the Tigers claimed their first win
of the season Monday, a 6-0 win over .Hickman
Shane Andrus, Micah Cathcy and Jake Thurmond teamed up to strike out 13 .Hickman batters.
Thurmond also had a three-run homer in the first
inning to provide all the offense Murray would
need.
"We did the things we needed to do to win,"
"Figer coach Cary Miller said. "We put the ball in
play. we got good pitching arid we played good
defense."
Murray
2f scored single runs in the fourth.
fifth and seventh innings and totaled 11 hits on the
Iry Andrus, John David Thickc and Thurmond
hail Iwo hits each.
position except two had a hit," Miller
All tlimuOi the lineup we put the ball in
said
Ill \, It 0()v... we made a lot of improvement from
‘iur first two games. It was a good win...
\lurra is slated to host Christian Fellow.dup in
Di,trftt ,i!anie today at 4:30 at Ty Holland
F•our
field
• ( allow a, County's game against Henry
titicduled tor today has bcen canceled.

SOFTBALL
Fulton City 11, Murray 4
f•I 1.-f )N
III if season opener Monday. Murf:r trdild 0.1k 4 after three innings before Fur
ludic(' away.

Page 7

SPORTS
EDITOR

Keeping a
brother in
suspense
over 'Cats

tucky did what No. 1 seeds Arizona and North Carolina
UTAH
(30-4)
AP Basketball Writer
Moeda 4 10 6-6 15 Jensen 5-6 3 3 14. Doleac
couldn't do against the Utes —
5-12 4-6 15 MINN 6-'5 4-7 16 Hansen 1-6 0-0 2,
SAN ANTONIO (AP) —
shoot well and wear them down.
Johnsen 3-4 0-0 7. Mclavsn 0-0 0-0 0 Jackson 0-1
1 22 69
0-0 0, Caton 0-1 0-0 0 Totals 24-55 ,
They've been called Rupp's
Kentucky fell behind in the
KENTUCKY (35-4)
Edwards 2-7 0-0 4 Padgett 6 10 44 17
Runts, the Fidrilin' Five and the
first
half and trailed 41-31 at
Mohammed 5-9 0-0 10. Turner 2-5 2-4 6 Sheppard
Fabulous Five.
7-14 2-2 16. Maglotre 2-3 3-3 7 Evans 3-4 2-2 IC.
halftime.The deficit was as many
Mils 2-4 2-2 8, Smyth 0-0 0-0 0. BraOtey 0-0 0-0 0
Now they're called the Comeas 12 points in the opening miTotals 29-57 15-17 78
Haettme—Ulan 41 Kentucky 31 3-Potni goats—
champNCAA
back 'Cats — and
nutes of the second half before
Utah 4-14 (Jensen I-1, Doteac 1-1. Johnsen 1-2.
Mortota 1-3 Jackson 0-1. Caton 0-1, Hansen 0-2
ions, too.
Kentucky started hitting its shots
Miter 0-3). Kentucky 5-17 (Evans 2-2, Ws 2-4,
Kentucky capped a truly madPadgett 1-5, Turner 0-1, Sheppard 0-2, Edwards 0-3)
and Utah lost the edge it had the
Fed out--Miller Rebounds—Utah 39 (Doteac 10).
dening March with an unprecelast two games.
Kentucky 24 (Evans 61 Assusts--Utah 12 (k4549r 5).
Kentucky 15 (Edwards 5) Total touls—Utah 18. Kendented second-half rally, beating
"I just think it was fatigue,"
tuOty 15 8-40 509
Utah 78-69 Monday night to win
Utah coach Rick Majerus said. "I
its second NCAA championship,
thought Kentucky made some difUCLA's record total of 11.
in three years. The Wildcats did
ficult shots and I applaud them
It was the third straight year
it this time with a new coach and
because we had a hand in their
the Wildcats were in the champv.ithout stars in their lineup.
face on those shots. We take our
ionship game — they lost to ArIn its third straight comeback
hats off to Kentucky because they
izona in overtime last season —
of the tournament, Kentucky
whipped us and they are number
and the third straight year They
oyerearne the largest halftime deone but my guys are la."
lieu
10 points — in a champ- ,ended Utah's season in the .
In the South Regional final, the
tournament.
ionship game and won its seventh ,NCAA
Wildcats (35-4) battled back from
"We were so close last year
national title.
a 17-point second-half deficit
and not too...many teams get a
— We always played poised and
against Duke and in the national
chance to play in thc championknow never to give up," forward
semifinal they fell behind by 10

By JIM O'CONNELL

MARK
YOUNG

SCOTT NANNEYttogigor & Timos photo

High's Jeremy Hunt follows through on a serve during a match against Reidland Monday afternoon on the Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts at Murray State University. Results of the MHS matches were not available at press time.

"I've taped the game and I'm
trying not to hear the score
from anybody."
My brother greeted me with
that line as we showed up for
some real "moonlighting" work
at around 10 o'clock last night.
"The game" of course was
Kentucky's 78-69 NCAA
championship victory over
Utah. And I almost blew it for
him.
As I pulled up to the eating
establishment where my
brother, a mutual friend and
myself would undertake the
greasy, grimy task of cleaning
the cooking hood and duct system, I saw the two emerge from
rint brother's truck.
Naturally, I assumed they had
been listening to the game, as I
had during the drive from Murray to Draffenville.
A good 20 minutes passed
and neither of them said anything about the game, and
neither had 1.
My brother then came out
with that line, adding "Somebody here (closing up the restaurant) already messed it up
for me; they said I wasn't going
to be missing much' when I
watched the tape."
What he was referring to was
the fact that UK trailed by 12
points early in the second half.
It was oh so hard to refrain
from telling him that Kentucky
had rallied to win its seventh
national championship Monday.
I even turned off the two radios
inside the restaurant for fear
that an excited (or indifferent)
DJ would spill the beans.
But I wanted to drop a hint.
Any hint.
Nothing doing.
Like many UK fans, my
brother had . given up on the
'Cats aftcr hearing the news
that they were trailing in the
second half.
Strange lot, the followers of
Kentucky. basketball. Ever
hopeful but ever doubtful.
Never looking to a . season
with thoughts of "how far can
we go this year?" but "who will
put us out of the NCAA Tournament this year?" They've
been known to look at the
NCAA bracket and say, "We'll
never get past so-and-so into
the Final Four."
And at times, this year's UK
team looked like it may not get
past the first round of the
NCAA. Only one of its four
losses — to Arizona — was
understandable. The other three
were totally baffling — to Florida, Ole Miss and Louisville
(Louisville???) — at HOME no
less.
Following the Ole Miss loss,
the Rebels' first-ever win in
Rupp Arena, a caller to Cat
Calls labeled this year's UK
squad "the worst 23-4 team" he
had ever seen.
And at that time they were.
But these Comeback Cats had
something special. After all, a
team that can go undefeated on
the road obviously has guts.
The home losses could be explained by a simple lack of focus on game day or running
into a hot team at the wrong
time.
Kentucky did the usual in
postscason, breezing through
the SEC tournament and past
disappointment of the year
(again) South Carolina by 30 in
the championship game. The
'Cats were also never challenged in their first three

Murray

II See Page 7
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NCAA Tournament games.
Then came Duke, a rematch
of "The Shot" when Christian
Lacttner broke an entire commonwealth's heart to deny the
'Cats a Final Four spot in 1992.
UK trailed the Devils by 17,
but by hard work and pure guts
rallied to win, surviving another
last-second shot. Kentucky
trailed Stanford by 10 in the national semifinal, but again refused to die.
And against Utah? The 'Cats
looked a step slow most of the
night, but owned the last few
minutes, outscoring the Utes
18-5 down the stretch for the
championship.
UK coach Tubby Smith deserves every accolade he can
get for winning a championship
in his first season at Kentucky.
Taking a team with no sure-fire
NBA draft pick .(i.e. Antoine
Walker, Walter McCarty, Tony
Delk, Derek Anderson, Ron
Mercer) all the way to the top.
And the UK faithful had to
be proud of the Wildcats' free
throw shooting (15 of 17) especially since it played a hand in
costing them the championship
last season.
UK fans should enjoy this
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championship and not worry about next season yet. Sure, Jeff
Sheppard, Allen Edwards and
Cameron Mills will be gone,
but that's a story for another
time.
I still don't know if my
brother has found out who won
yet. Maybe I'll give him a
call...

Wildcats to the title game for the
third straight year, then went
7-of-14 in 34 minutes in the
championship.
"After sacrificing a lot, after
giving a lot for the team, sometimes individuals finally get a
little bit of glory," Sheppard said
of his award.
His steal and fast-break dunk
gave the Wildcats a 60-58 lead
with 7:10 left — Kentucky's first
edge in 27 minutes. Then 2V2 minutes later, Sheppard's driving
layup put the Wildcats in front
for good.
"Man, I thought that was
huge," Wayne Turner said of
Sheppard's steal and slam.
File pilot°
Tubby Smith went all the way in his first year after succeeding Rick
Pitino at Kentucky, directing the Wildcats to their second NCAA championship in three seasons.

MHS...

BRIEFS

FROM PAGE 6

MSU women's golf places fourth
The Murray State women's golf team came back to take fourth place at the
15-team SIU Saluki Invitational at the par-72, 6,000-yard Hickory Ridge Golf
Course at Carbondale, Ill
Three of Murray State's four scoring golfers shot under 80 to help bolster
MSU's charge out of its fire)tzund fifth-place standing. The Racers shot a
329-319=648 to finish 10
behind third-place Wisconsin and 19 shots
from first-place Missouri.
Senior Brandi Stevenson led Murray State with an 81-76=156 to tie for
sixth place out of 91 golfers. Sophomore Jenny Daag also finished in the top
10, firing a 79-79=158 to finish eighth. Senior Mikki McLeary shot an
83-78=161 to place in a tie for 13th.
Other MSU golfers included sophomore Jessica Widman, who shot an
86-86=172 to finish in a tie for 40th; freshman Tina Marshall, who shot an
87-89=176 to finish in a tie for 54th; and sophomore Tricia Brooks, who shot
an 89-88=177 to finish 58th.
Murray State bettered Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky,
which finished eighth, and Eastern Illinois, which finished 14th.
MSU will take part in the Lady Colonel Classic on April 4-6 in Richmond,
then will return to Richmond to defend its OVC tide in the 1998 OVC Golf
Championships on April 17-19.
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NBA STANDINGS
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
AtNntic Division
Pct GB
W I
x-Marre
51 21 708 Now YoN
40 32 556 11
Orlando
37 35 514 14
New Jersey
36 35 507 1444
Washington
36 36 500 15
Boston
31 40 137 194
Philadelphia
26 45 366
Central Division
y -Chicago
55 17 764
y-lndana
49 22 690 5-44
Charlotte
45 26 634
Atlanta
12 28 600 12
Cleveland
40 31 563 14%
Detroit
34 38 472 .21
Mlwaukee
30 .41_,,.#423 2454
Toronto
15 55 214 39
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L
PcI GB
y-Utah
53 17 757 y-San Antonio
49 23 681
5
y-lAnnesota
38 34
16
1 161,
y-Houston
37 34
Dallas
18 54 250 36
Vancouver
16 55 225 37i
Denver
9 b3 125 45
Pacific Division
y-Seattle
53 18 746
y -L A Lakers
51 20 718 2
y-Phoenix
17 25 653 6 4
y-Pontand
40 31 563 13
Sacramento
26 47 356 28
L. A Cippers
16 55 225 37
15 57 208 38"4
Goiden State
a-cinched division
y-cinched plavob berth

753-8355

Sunday's Games
lAarni 109, Houston 77
San AntoNo 74, Indiana 55
Cleveland 97, Charlotte 82
Orlando 95, Toronto 68
Atlanta 118, Detroit 95
Phoenix 106, Vancouver 98
CNcago 104, Milwaukee 87
Philadelphia 99, Boston 94
Minnesota 104, Sacramento 96
Portland 99, Golden State 83
L.A. Cippers 108, DaNas 86
LA Lakers 116, Washington 89
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesdey's Games
LA Lakers at Toronto. 6 pm.
LA Cippers at Indiana. 6 pm
San Antonio at New York. 630 p.m.
Atlanta at New Jersey. 6-30 p.m.
Boston at Mami. 630 p.m.
Philadelphia at Charlotte, 630 p.m
()bang° at Cleveland, 630 pm
Detroit at Chicago, 7 p m
Phoenix at Houston, 730 p.m
Utah at Seattle, 9 p m
Dallas at vancouver, 9 pm
kahaaukse at Golden State, 930 pm
Wednesday's Games
Phitadelphia at Washington, 6 pm
Toronto at Atlanta. 6 30 p m
Cleveland at Detroit. 630 pm
Boston at Orlando. 7 pm
Mlwaukee at Denver. 8 pm
Poriiand at Utah, 8 pm

The Lady Bulldogs brought
home two runs in the fourth inning, one in the fifth and three in
the sixth while holding Murray
scoreless the rest of the way.
Fulton out-hit Murray 11-6.,
The Lady Tigers also committed
six errors. Lindsey Horner took.
the pitching loss.
"Lindsey pitched very well;
she only had one walk," MHS
coach David Carr said. "But we
needed to make more defensive
plays. We didn't play bad defense
because we had two double plays
and threw out two at home!'
Kelly Miles had two hits to
lead Murray offensively.
The Lady Tigers play at Fulton
County today at 4:30.
TENNIS
DRAFFENVILLE — Calloway
County's tennis teams stayed unbeaten on the season Monday by
sweeping Marshall County.
The Laker boys won 6-3.
Bryan Meurer beat Paul Wurth
8-2, Ty Fiebig beat Sean Thompson 8-1, Ben Binford fell to
Adam Lyles 8-6, Michael D'Elia
won over Clint Colburn 8-3, John
Hughes lost to Evan Moore 8-4
and Derrick Edwards beat Danny

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE
HEADQUARTERS
Hundreds of sizes available.
All remanufactured to new
condition.

3 Year/50,000
Mile Warranty
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CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

4.24% 4.76% 4.81% 4.81%
_
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Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs!
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NIKE
Spring Blowout

4
44

ALL Nike Shoes
& Apparel

0%

512 S. 12th st.
753-4563

I2-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

COMMONWEALTH BANK

753-9567 ext. 106
or 753-6730

D & 11 Auto Parts

182-DAY
CERTIFleATE
OF DEPOSIT

UNITED

1300 Hillwood Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(Located inside Hill Electric)

Financing available as low
as $29 per month.

4.20% 4.70% 4.75% 4.75%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

It seemed implausible that any
coach could be more popular in
Kentucky than Pitino had been in
leading the program back from
one of its lowest points following
probation. But Smith may have
topped him in the one year since
Pitino left to coach the Boston
Celtics.

Burkeen Bookkeeping
Tax Service

As low as $859

Investment Rates
TERMS

a

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!

Complete Long Blocks

)SS,

in
Cat
UK
he

NIcLinclon 8-2. In doubles,
Meurer-Fiebig beat LylesThompson 8-0, Binford-D'Elia
defeated Colburn-Wurth 6-3 and
Moore-McLindon stoped Edwards Hughes 5-4.
The Lady Lakers blanked Marshall 8-0. Ann Taylor beat-Lindsey Phillips 9-8 (7-0), Kelley
Travis beat Julia Travis 8-1, Amy
Travis won over Arinne Farmer
8-2, Heather Saxon shut out
Elisha Smith 8-0, Whitney Price
won over Maria Meadows 8-1
and Bethany O'Rourke blanked
Erin Lovett 8-0. In doubles, the
Travises beat Farmer-Smith 8-1
and Saxon-O'Rourke shut out
Meadows-Lovett 8-0.
Calloway travels to Fort Campbell today for a 4 p.m. match before hosting Reidland Wednesday
at 4.

before rallying to heat Stanford
"There are three points to the
comebacks and coach Smith has
stressed them all season,- said
Final Four MVP Jell Sheppard,
who sat out last season as a redshirt. -The first is positie attitude then hard work and then
teamwork. That's about as simple
as it gets, but it got us a national
championship. We didn't have to
be flashy, just fundamental and
look where it got us."
Comeback 'Cats is just the latest nickname for Kentucky. The
1948 championship team was
called Vie Fabulous Five and the
1958 champions were the Fiddlin' Five. Perhaps the most famous of them all were Rupp's
▪ Runts, Adolph Rupp's 1966 team
that lost to Texas Western (lat&
Texas El-Paso) in the title game.
Kentucky's comebacks were
just part of what made the NCAA
tournament special this year. It
was filled with overtime games,
buzzer beaters and surprises from
the likes of Valparaiso and Rhode
Island, Stanford and Utah.
But the Utes, who won the
championship in 1944, couldn't
pull off one more upset in the
title game.
Utah, the second-best defensive team in the country this season, had held its five tournament
opponents to 39 percent shooting
and an average of 62.5 points.
Kentucky, which finished
29-for-57 from the field (51 percent), chipped away at the lead in
the second half by scoring on seven of 10 possessions.
The Wildcats went on a 9-0
run and took the lead for the first
time since early in the first half at
60-58 with 7:16 to play. Sheppard capped the rally with a
breakaway dunk after he stole the
ball from Hanno Mottola.

r

driving lay up by Andre
Miller with 6:16 left and even e k tended
it by two more points
when Miller led Alex Jensen hir
a lay up 21 seconds later
But a 3-pointer by Cameron
Mills, Kentucky's fifth of the
game -- all in the second hall
and a driving Juniper by Sheppard with 451 left gave the
Wildcats the lead for good
Sheppard's Jumper was Kentucky's last field goal until the a
dunk by Wayne Turner with 12
seconds to play. The Wildcats
went 11 -for-12 from the foul line
down the stretch and Utah's solid
offensive game went to pieces as
it scored on Just two of its last
possessions.
"They did a good job defensively," Utah center Michael Doleac said. "I had a hard time
finding the open man and I had
my shot blocked a couple of
times and 1 knew' that would happen. They are a solid team and a
good program and well
coached."
Padgett led the Wildcats with
17 points, while Sheppard had
16.
Miller led the Utes with 16
points, while Mottola and Doleac
each had 15 and Jensen 14.
As the trophy was presented by
Selection Committee chairman
C.M. Newton, who also happens
to be the athletic director at Kentucky and the man who picked
Smith to succeed Pitino, the
crowd chanted "Tubby, Tubby."
MI
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SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR ME"
1203 Chestnut Street, Murray, Ky.
753-8844
Monday thru Saturday 9-6

WI Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
-nit- 1 ,77-74',J. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
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Calloway Middle names honor roll
Calloway Couniy Middle SO1001
has released the honor roll for the
third nine weeks as follows'
6th Grade
All As
Erica Anderson, Whitni Bast, Tyler
Boggess, Ryan Burger, Josh Bybee.
Kelly Chrisrnan, Wesley Claiborne,
Lauren Crowfoot, Derek Dalton, Lydia
Eaker, Shona Edwards, Jenny Gingles,
Justin Hendrick, Lyndsi Keel, Eddie
Kobraei, Heather Kohr, Mara Little,
Leslie Lynn, Meaghan Murdock,
Jeremy Phillips, Katie Ross, Brette
Shaeffer, Brandon Steele, Courtney
Walker, Jay Wyatt and Josh Young

VUNZ
1=P644,

.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

'Brake Service
.Transmission Service
•Cooling System Rush
Locally Owned
& Operated

All As & B.
Amanda Adams, Amy Anderson,
Nathan Bazzell, Paul Barrio*, Sara
Burkeen, Josh Burks, Brian Caldwell,
Tiffany Cappello, Ashley Chadwick,
Brittany Chapman. Whittany Chapman, Sean Covington Jason Craig,
Timothy Davenport, Zachary Davis,
Brook Dernes.
Aimee Dial Erin E Dick, Navid
Djassemi, Brian ()Flyer, Jordyn Dublin,
Cody Elkins, Addle Erwin, Amanda
Ferguson, Richard Futrell, Dawn Garner, Carl Harris, Ashley Henderson,
Billy Hendon, Jonathan Holzapfel,
Robbie Hopkins,
Michelle Jarvis, Lindsay Johnson,
Kara Kelso, Justin Lamb, Brandon
Lawrence, James Locke. Danielle
McMillen, Lance Murdock, Lindsay E.
Paschall, Emily Perry, Denies Prescott. Jordyn Randolph, Brian Robertson. Meagan M Rogers, Julie Rushing,
Jason Smith, Shanna Spann, Kathryn Stalls, Jamie Stinnett, Jessica
Story, Keith Thornton, Megan Thweatt,
Derreck Tinsley, Brian Tucker, Jared
Vincent, Trevor Webb and Michelle
Young.
701 Grade
All As
Robert Brumley, Lucas Carter, Stephanie Craig, Rebecca Cripps, Gina

Fielder. Stephanie Gorreil, Kayla Hen
son, Kara Henson, Nathan Jones,
Susan Lassiter, Patrick Lynn, Matthew
McCuiston, Bobby Potts, Chad Pritchett, Stacey Robertson, John Wall,
Angela Warren and Summer Williams
All As & B.
Brittany Adams, Ben Anderson,
JoAnna Anderson, Kyle Anderson,
Ben Brumley, Audrey Bucy, Brent Burcher!, Stacey Burgess, Amanda
D'Angelo, Tabatha Dube, Sara Duncan, Daniel Dycus, Brandon Elkins,
Nicole Erwin, Eric Ferguson, Jeffrey
Fitzsimmons, John Galloway, Matthew
Gingles,
Kimberly Griffin, Ashlee Gupton,
Jason Hale, Shane Harper, Eric Holland, Amy Hooten, Kevin Johnson,
Henry Kobrael, Jennifer Mattson,
Mitchell McClure, Lynsey Miller, Megan Miller, Amy Norsworthy, Billie
Pritchett, Kyle Starks, Deanna Talley,
April Thomason, Eric Werner and
Carly Williams.
8th Grade
All A's
Angela Armstrong, Johnna Arnett,
Brittany Beane, Rebecca Boyd, Tara
Brooks, Rebekah Burton,Paul Colwell,
Tammy Dabbs, Elizabeth Dandeneau,
Amanda DeRosa, Aaron Godar, Alit
Hillard,

Nikki Lamb, Stacey Lee, Haley
M acha, Chelsie
Lynn, Heather
McCuiston, Tera Rica Murdock, Michelle Overby, Ashley Peters', Madeline Philpot, Michael Pritchard, Meagan R. Rogers, Stephanie Spann,
Jennifer Todd and Brittany Vaughn.
All A's & B's
Brian Asher, Brinney Bogard, Jeffrey Boyle, Kim Brawner, John Carr,
Mark Chamberlain, Jennifer Cooney,
Casey Cornelison, Jeannie Crawford,
Michael Crowfoot, Kory Cunntngham,
Tiffany Cunningham, Erin R. Dick,
Mary Jane Dowdy, Anne-Mane Dunlap,
Mandy Eldridge, Jessica Elkins,
Ashley Futrell, Dean Futrell, Laura
Holt, Ashley Hulse, Ashley Iglesias,
Stephen Janow, Jessica Johnson,
Shanna Kelso, Clay Lamb, Dana Laster, Derik Manis, Amanda McCuiston,
Lauren McKendree, Janessa Morton,
Brent Norsworthy, Will Norsworthy,
Robert Nowak, Nathan Oliver, Jessica
Ottway, Aaron Pitman, Whitney Ragsdale, Megan Raspberry, Dustin Rogers, Jessica Scott, Christy Sells,
Todd Sexton, Chase Stone, Clint
Stone, Kacee Stonecipher, Bridget
Swatzell, Bradley Tate, Sandra
Thompson,Sarah Thompson,Tamara
Tucker and Tara Yarbrough.

Humanics
MELVIN'S TIRE STORE looking for
Specializing in Dean
auction items
and General Tires

507 S. 12th Five Points

"
r1114 ca.""'" 759-1529
759-2265
We Honor
Competitors Coupons

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

401 N. 4th St.

Pro!cssional Lubrication for
rnutor home
our

Owner - Ronnie Melvin

The American Humanics Prograin at Murray State University
kicks off its campaign for the fourth
annual Radio Auction on WS.TP in
September.
From April 4 to April 17, American Humanics student will be collecting donations of goods and
services from local businesses. All
proceeds benefit the American Hulitanies Scholarship Fund.
For more information, contact
Roger Weis at 762-3808.

SUBSCRIBE

,22es

Murray High Project Graduatlit had a rebate night at W. Girths recently in
which 10 percent of all the proceeds was donated to the all-night party.
Pictured are MHS seniors Brian Dennison, Ryan Pickens, store manager
Lanett& Kinglns, O'Shea Hudspeth and Drew H;ton.

State honoring businesses
The Commonwealth of Kentucky
is searching for Kentucky businesses that have been in operation for
100 or more years.
The Kentucky Centennial Business Program honors businesses
that are 100 years old or older as of
Jan. 1, 1998. The honor is free to
qualifying businesses that complete
a one-page application and provide
photocopies of evidence to document the age of the company.
Suitable examples of evidence
might include copies of old ledgers,
business records, articles of incorporation,inclusion in community or
state historical accounts or books,
personal letters, diaries, or other
materials documenting the operation of the business.
"The Kentucky Centennial Business Program celebrates enduring
excellence. Our historic businesses
deserve special recognition and our
citizens need to realize the important contribution these businesses

Anything Less Just Won't Cut It!

Easily Converts To Mulching Or Bagging
Blade Stop for Safety
• 'Stand-On End Storage
• Quick Response SteerinT

•

Automatic

iitHr,' 00.,u;1, -ity for families to spend more
iijottr2i
quality time together while they're learning exercising building self
confidence and learning to defend themselves
nre formina now (—ill torily

• Recoil Starter
• Anti Scalp Wheels

1234 123456

Introductory Offer $29.96

SNAP-CREDIT.
Da.% Lyme

Otter Ends 4-30-98
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753-6111

Call Today
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray
UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

CHOOSE THE BEST
Sha

When you leave the hospital to go home, you
feel better, don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices, and
that's good because it puts you in control.
One of your choices for home heath equipment is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of its
network of fully staffed offices around our area
which ensure prompt, home-town care and

d

Sandra
Ernstbi
ners c
County

Seniors
Eaves
analysi
Callow

The Kentucky CentenAial Business Program is now in its third year
with more than 175 businesses
involved. It is jointly sponsored by
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, Kentucky Cabinet for Economic Development, Kentucky
Education, Arts and Humanities
Cabinet, and the Kentucky Historical Society.
,Deadline for application is May
29. To obtain further information,
write the Kentucky Centennial
Business Program, Kentucky His,
torical Society. Box 1792, Frankfort, KY 40602-1792 or call (502)
564-3016.

;:.SNAPPER.

Model M280917B

make to their communities," stated
Jim Wallace, assistant director of
the Kentucky Historical Society.
"Any type or size of business can
participate. We have funeral homes,
banks, newspapers, general stores,
insurance companies, manufacturers,restaurants and printing companies participating."
Once admitted into the program,
businesses receive:
•Statewide publicity
•Certificates
•Recognition at the Kentucky
Industrial Development Council annual meeting
•Use of the Kentucky Centennial
Business logo
•Complimentary one-year membership in the Kentucky Historical
Society
•Advice and technical assistance
in preserving historic business records and artifacts.
"We hope the program will encourage companies to save their
historic records and artifacts; these
materials help tell the story of
Kentucky's economic history. Businesses make history, too, and
that's something we want all Kentuckians to know," said Wallace.

professional quality. No one has more facilities
or more experience in helping you recover at
home.
No matter which hospital you use, or which
doctor you see, you still have a choice for home
health equipment. Holland is one of your
choices.
Your Number One Choice.

CCMS students
win honors
Several students from Calloway
County Middle School in Murray
received honors duringikthe 78th
Kentucky High School Speech
State
High
Junior
League
Tournament.
More than 800 contestants from
62 schools participated in the
tournament.
Calloway County received the
Sustained Excellence Award and
finished ninth in the sweepstakes.
Student winners included:
Arnett,
certificate,
Johanna
public speaking; Jennie Crawford,
certificate, prose; Jim Donelson,
certificate, broadcasting; Bryan
Furches, certificate, extemporaneous speaking; Alli Hillard,certificate, prose; Amanda McCuiston,
certificate, prose; Tera Rica Murdock, second, public speaking, and
Ashley Peters, certificate, interpretation of literature.
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Howard D. Hughes
Woodmen Bldg.

905 Arcadia Circl% • KY 42071
502-753.1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-41?5

1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502 442 631 1
Toll Free 1-800-223-4947'
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Holland Medical Equipment
Certified Blue Urns.; / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment
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Sandra Thompson, Angela Armstrong, Louts
Ernstberger and Madeline Philpot were winners of "Algebra Jeopardy" at Calloway
County Middle School.

Students at the Calloway County Preschool Center play with paper airplanes'in the motor room.
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Fifth grade students at East Calloway take part in chorus practice under the gu!
dance of teacher Linda Stalls.
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Irene Gibson discusses quilting during a visit to Sherri Gibson's and Debbra Puckett's classes at East Calloway Elementary.
Seniors Shane Burkeen and Jason
Eaves perform a qualitative
analysis lab in A.P. chemistry at
Calloway County High School.

Students from the Project H.O.P.E. class at Calloway County HicSchool toured Ryan Foods recently.
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Bridgett Swarzell, from Calloway County Middle School 'ES prog—
ram, plays a game with students in Tammie Crouch's class at North
Calloway.
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Emily Kennedy and her son
Nathan share the art of quilt making with Lynda Purcell's primary
class at Murray Elementary.

Southwest students browse through books being given away to celebrate
Dr. Seuss' birthday recently.
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Calloway Middle School students in Patricia
Lassiter's social studies classes read taf play
"12 Angry Men."
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The McCoy family share their worldwide
travel experience with the Moonbeams team
at Murray Elementary.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (754-3033).

Roses are red.
Violets are blue,
Now it's my turn
to say,
"My dad is the
optoMetrist for
you!"

Room To GRow
priE5cHooL

Dr. kerin M. Adams
308 S. 12th Street
Mahe* Adana
Photo by Oakwood Studio

759-2500
10 am.-5.30 p

The World Is
Our Playground!

•

0" Dictionaries
ai Cliff Notes
13'r Classic Books
[3" Educational and Enjoyment
Reading Materials
r-1-\0 J/ Special Orders Taken On
Most Titles Not In Stock
\--i

Eyecare
Specialties

rray

CCHS student Jeff Nix reads to students at Southwest Elementary as part of tee celebration
of Dr. Seuss' birthday.

=

Laken HendOp, Marie! Jackson, Adam Thompson, Austin Coz,
Chaz Lucas, Lucas Anderson, Patrick Griffo, Madison Henninger, Latesha Puretide and Chase Henninger.
Hours 730 c:irn to 5..X Prn,
Phone (5C-1) 7536573

t

READMORE
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED AD RA-FES
Display Ads
2nd kun, tiO% Discount 3rd Run
Discount
40%
Inch,
$6.25 Column
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Notice
Mod..

Notice

VCR
Microwave

Fridge on
the Blink?

Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins

-cc

753-1713

All Major

ALTERATIONS Ruth s
See & Sew 753-6981

Appliances
and Most Major
Brands.

,Try magARE you in pain"
netic products by Nikken
Can be purchased from
Jan Independent Nikken
Distributor, 502 753 5963

Ward
Elkins

BIBLE Message 759 5177

MISTER Mattress is going
out of business All inventory must go l 759-3890

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
,,eft on 464. 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

1998 MEDICARE
INFORIVL4TION
Medicare supplement
Insurance ia now
standarised in 10
plane and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to $764 in 1998.
For more information
call

MeCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide

1-800-455-4199
our 15th year or Bervice•

Comet Owasso • liwysy
753-1713

Help
Wanted

AV & Computer Technician, National Scouting
Museum of the Boy Scouts
of America, Inc Position to
begin April 30, 1998 Qualifications Bachelor's degree in computers or related field plus 2+ years
experience and knowledge
of Macintosh and IBM computers (including programming, Internet access, networking, repair and mainterequired
nance)
Knowledge of electronic
security systems, certification to teach Red Cross
CPR and First Aid desired
Some knowledge and skill

FULL time Respiratory
Therapy positions open
Registered, certified or
eligible, TN licenses 12
Hour shifts available Experience preferred, pay
commensurate with experience and other certifications We offer an excellent
benefit package Apply in
person at Henry County
Medical Center or mail resume to P 0 Box 1030
Paris TN Attention Human
Resources

PAINTERS Blacks Decorating Center of Murray, KY
is recruiting for exper
ienced painters $9 00 per
hour to start with opportunities for advancement and
benefits Affordable group
health insurance available
Interested persons should
leave voice mail message
by calling 502-759-8609
No walk-in applications accepted Equal Opportunity
Employer

POSITION
FILLED

PART-time housekeepers
needed Apply at front desk
at Days Inn 517S 12th St,
Murray

in woodworking, mechaniand electrical repair A
MULCH at McKnight & cal
Good peoSons Sawmill now open on highly desired
ple skills required ResponSaturdays 7am 12pm
sibilities . Maintenance of
502-753-5305
Audiovisual, computer and
, Interested in robotic exhibit equipment,
QUESTION'
line dancing -, Call purchase and maintain
753-2967
hardware and software for
all museum functions, oversee, plan and coordinate
building security and mainLost
tenance, including outdoor
And Found
ropes course Salary AcREWARD Lost female tri- cording to qualifications
colored Fox Hound (Walker and experience, plus excelTree Hound) long brown lent benefits. Application
ears recent surgery has Deadline April 8, 1998 To
stitches Silver link chain Apply. Send letter of appliHamlin area cation, resume, list of refercollar
ences, and college tran436-2823
scripts to Susan B Hardin
National Scouting Museum, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Murray Stale
University is an equal education and employment opBARMAIDS WAITRESportunity, M/F/D, AA
SES, dancers needed fullemployer
time, part-time Dollies Platinum Club Puryear. TN
AVON- $8-$20/hr No door
7 000 sq tt No experience to door Easy methods'
necessary $500 plus per Quick Cash' *Bonuses•
Call 1-800-296-0139 ind/sIs/
week
1-901-247-3965
rep

APE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 lo 4 extremety aikrtep
& successful in home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
Maior benefits Company supplied pre-set appointments
No credit retusais Company training Hours worked
days & evenings

Call tf you are serious
about a career 8. are wing b work l'M TIRED OF INTERVIEWING people wto only want to earn $3C04400 per week
and that don1 want to work' Call between 11-4 Mon -Sat

Full-Time Only • Must Be 25 753-326$

\TAR D-TECil
437-4723

tiLL LAWN CAR!
Wet give you bock

help
Wonted

Help
Wanted

MOWING
TRIMMING
MULCHING
SEEDING
FERTILIZING
DIRT WORK
GRASS BAGGING
LEAVES
GUTTERS

'mow lime' to
do wfxrr you Ike to dot
FULLY INSURED
CAU. NOW FOR SCHEDULE

Commercial or Residential
Resonablo Rotas • Ask tor Noah or Terry

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

'75343107

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new.' nursing home policies

have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in _sour own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may he
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care'
CALL US1°DAV FOR A R

L QUOTE

McCON:\ELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4I99

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated Must be able to lift
100Ibs Apply at 408N 12th
St No phone calls please
EOE
CURATOR of Collections. National Scouting
Museum of the Boy Scouts
of America, Inc Position to
begin April 30, 1998 Qualifications Master's degree
in museum studies or related field, with 3 or more
years museum experience
required Excellent organi
zabonal skills, experience
writing grants, collections
management, computer literacy skills, and exhibit design experience necessary
Candidate must possess
effective oral and written
communication skills and
the ability to effectively
manage multiple staff and
volunteers. Responsibilities Archival administracollectiOns
tion,
development- care and
preservation; exhibit
maintenance- design and
completion, records
management- research
and processing new donations and loans, supervision of 4-10 staff and volunteers Salary $25,000 plus
excellent benefits Application Deadline. April 8, 1998
To Apply Send letter of
application with salary history. resume, list of refer
ences, and college tran
scripts to Susan B Hardin
National Scouting Mu
seum, Murray State Univer
sity. PO Box 9. Murray, KY
42071-0009 Murray State
University is an equal edu
cation and employment op
portunity, M/F/D, AA
employer
DENTAL hygienist needed
Send resume to William
Pasco 1653 Calloway
Ave Murray KY 42071
EARN $1 000 s weekly
Stuffing envelopes No ex
perience Send self
addressed stamped enve
lope to New Beginning
Dept209 301 East 5th Ave
Suite 112, Corsicana
Texas 75110
EXPERIENCED carpenter
& laborer needed Must be
dependable
502 436 2766
FULL time hair stylist & nail
tech at established salon
753 0882

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

KITCHEN manager, general counselors, health
coordinator, artS and crafts
instructor, child caregiver,
and archery instructor
wanted at local resident
youth camp Seasonal employment from June 1 August 7 Room, board, and
salary provided with
weekends off Contact Colleen at 753-4382(mornings
8-12) for more information

PERMANENT part-time
market research cigarette
inventory auditor Knowledge of cigarettes preferred Reliable transportaCall
tion needed
314-532-7494
PHARMACY Technician preferred certified but will
consider experience Local
pharmacy, Mon-Fri Send
resume & salary history to
Director of Operations, PO
Box 349, Murray, KY
42071

LEGAL SECRETARY
Should possess good communication ski'ls, familiar
with Word Processing & SHADY Lawn Nursing
Transcription Send re- Center, Cadiz, KY Seeksume to P 0 Box 1023, ing to hire. Kind care
nurses, for our family
Murray, KY 42071
oriented home LPN's/
LOCAL lumber yard seek- RN's needed for full & part
ing employment for exper- time shifts. Apply in person
ienced Yard Foreman Call between 9 & 4 Equal opBill at 753-7229 for a per- portunity employer
sonal interview
NURSES Aide, PRN, work THE National Scouting Muas needed, all shifts Must seum is seeking an energebe flexible & available We tic person to fill an opening
are looking for a mature, in our Interpretive Staff. Independable person who dividual must love working
would enjoy working with with people and enjoy helpthe elderly in a pleasant ing to preserve history Dufamily atmosphere We will ties include tours for school
train you Not a full-time groups and Scout troops
position Hours & days will Friday & Saturday
vary Apply in person Fern 9 - 00-4 30, Sunday
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Sta- 12 30-4:30 Minimum
wage Please apply at the
dium View Dr, Murray
Museum admissions desk.
EOE

1604 Hwy 121 North, Murray.
Local established company seeking a

PAYROLL CLERK
Computer skills required. Will train.
Position available immediately.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040 R
Murray, KY 42071

Woo
To Bey

Mobilo
Homes For Salo

CASH paid for good used
nfles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

1981 14X70 2BR 1,4 bath
very nice $8,000 Must be
moved' 753-2043

Holp
Wanted
PUBUC Programs Manager National Scouting Museum of the Boy Scouts of
Arneflal, Inc Position to
begin April 30, 1998 Qualifications Bachelor's degree in education, public
history or related field plus
three years or more education or programming experience required Previous
managerial experience,
good people skills, planning. organization and time
management also required Must be able to
communicate effectively in
writing and oral presentation Responsibilities Developing and implementing
all public interpretive programs for the museum,grant
writing and submission,
collection management;
editor of the museum newsletter, supervises a parttime interpretive staff and
volunteers, acts as advisor
to museum's Explorer Post
Salary - $23-26,000 plus excellent benefits Application
Deadline_ April 10, 1998
To Apply. Send letter of
application, resume, list of
references, and college
transcripts to Susan B
Hardin, National Scouting
Museum, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray,
KY 42071-0009. Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer

TOP Prices Paid For
Standing Timber 30yrs Experience Master Logger
Degree Class A Rating
Insured Swift Logging &
Lumber, 931-232-7978
Work, 931-232-7404
Home Jerry Swift, Owner

HARDEE'S of Murray now
accepting applications for
full time cooks & cashiers
Open 24hrs Please apply
at 641 & Chestnut St, Murray EOE
SALES- CEMETERY Be
one of the highest paid in
America Call 11 am-4pm,
Mon-Sat, 753-2971.
WAITRESSES and
Dancers wanted Doll
House Cafe,$500+ weekly
901-642-4297

Call (502) 753-9725.
Murray Calloway County Transit Authority Is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

OPENING FOR MOTOR
ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good dnving record and
have own vehicle insurance.
Six days per week per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
Earn 311,000-516,0On or more per year.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan,Circulation Manager at
the Murray Ledger & Times and complete a applicauon.
No phone calls please.

Business On A Budget?

WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
WANT to buy old western
saddle Call 759-9215 ask
for Ellen Leave message if
no one answers
isn
Articles
For Sale
2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Panasonic camcorder
753-6348, after 3pm
2 PIECE frying room group
$15/week Call 753-4663
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil Laced
w/pearts, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4-00
BROTHER Intellfax 640,
fax machine, $300 obo
753-6747 after 6pm
CAR dolly with straps for
13, 14 & 15" wheels. Golden Touch Singer sewing
machine. Call 753-8004
KENWOOD stereo
759-4919 after 6pm

Call

MAPLE trees. You dig &
plant, $2 00/ea or I dig &
plant guarantee for 1yr,
$8.00/ea. Please- no Friday evening or Saturday
calls, 753-0835
PROM DRESSES- Black
w/sequins, size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads,
size 1 1/12 Both worn one
time only. Call 753-0943
after 4:30pm

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable Cal
Linda 759-9553

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length Cciv
ers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lon
474-8340

TREK 850 mountain bike,
excellent condition. Call
753-8197.

SENIORS need TLC tool
10 year experienced caregiver can give that to your
loved one $6 an hour References available Call
753-2637 ask for Brenda

WASHER and dryer for
sale $175 for both Call
759-3695 8am-2pm

STATE Certified home daycare. Mon-Fri night time
positions available.
Friendly, safe environment
Provider with experience
and references Melinda,
759-3176.
WILL dean houses Reasonable rates, references
437-4064
100

Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority is accepting applications for parttime drivers. Applications are available at
the Transit Authority office located in the
Weaks Community Center at 607 Poplar
Street in Murray.CDL license preferred or
applicant must be willing to attain a CDL
within six months of hire.

270

110

Domestic
& Childcare

is now taking applications for a
bookkeeping position. Must have
bookkeeping experience including
accounting & computer skills.
Apply in person at

Call

753-1916 For

Details

1996 16X80 4br, 2 bath on
1 acre north of Murray
753-0624
1996 SOUTHERN Hospitality, 28x68 3 bedroom, 2
bath. Bank Repo, includes
central a/c, very nice home
Monthly payments approx
$360 per month with
$2,000 down payment.
Keith Baker Homes, Paris,
TN. 901-644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568
FOR Sale or Rent To Own:
12X60, 2br, 2 bath $3,000.
753-7975

STAY at home moms' Earn
full-time money working
part-time hours with this
home based business
Proven to work Call
1-800-230-1182, ext 01 for
a free wholesale catalog
WORK from home' Ar
bonne International is a
18yr old progressive company that markets natural
skin care & nutritional products Mercedes Benz
Company car program Unlimited income potential
Call Pam W Perry, Cadiz
KY, 502-522-8758
120

SNAPPER riding mower,
41* cut, new hydro transfer
transmission, new 14 horse
Kohler engine, 2 bag grass
catcher, 4yrs old $1,500
753-8809 or 753-9018

19n
Form
Equipment
7FT Ford pull type grass
clipper, $600 6ft f3ushhog
brand, 3pt hitch bushhog
$700 753-6556

Computer',
COMPUTER Repair, In
stallation, Back-up Call
Justin Crosser. 759-8662
140
Wart

DOUBLE section cult-packer 436 5390 after
5pm
WANT to lease 3 Dark
fired tobacco base
492-8774

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call
753 9433
CASH for GI. Jo* toys. old
Of new 753 7185
COLLECTIBLES 8 Anti
ques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753 3633

20n

Sports
EquIpinont
GOLF dubs, left handed
1 3 5 & 3 PW & bag $125
759 0223
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436 5650

SHOP fc
plus depc
ray 753-

today!

March 31, 1952

SMALL b
space
753 6106
270
Mobile
Homes For

UN

280
Mobile
Horne. For Rent
16X80 4br, 2 bath on 1
acre References & deposit
required 753-0624
2BR, $260/mo 753-6012
2BR trailer No pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866
RENT to own 14X80, 2br
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Coleman RE,
Park
753-9898
285

Homo

MobU
Lots For Rent

COACH Estates/ Fox Mea
dows manufactured home
cornmumty Exclusive residential neighborhood with
city police/ fire protection
$95/mo includes city water,'
sewer/ trash pick-up South
16th at Canterbury
753-3855

PROFES
seeking ti
b le option
area tarn
762-1549

1,2 & 3BF
term. Full',
furnished.
view. Lim
available
trance to
L
KY
502-362-f

1 & 2 BI
Very nicc
ments in
miles hoe
h/a, w/d, F.
dishwash
ter & tr
cluded '
ences re
March
$315/m
8am-4pm
5Pm.

1BR, ava
refrigera
furnisher
753-989E

1BR Diu5
Coleman

1BR nrie
pliance
$275/mo
pets Re
753-418'

s0 (

$1.00 ea.
1/2 price
20% off
3 for $7.00

Tues.-Sat. 9-5

Bethel Gardens

Fre
Owned
Jo

94 East 2 miles follow signs. 753-2993

HALEY'S
,naul
:uRtietni
tva

Lawn
Garden

SEARS 12hp lawn tractor
with grass bagger, $450
753-7927

50

Select Daylilies
Hosta
Peonies
Unusual Perennials

ROUND dining table w/4
chairs,$250 Matching sofa
table w/glass top, $70
Contact Lynda Purcell after
4pm, 753-8233

COUNTRY
ALMO
STORE- Just Arrived For
Spring Concrete critters
and lawn ornaments' CALORAD IS HERE!!
753-1934

OFFICE
Southsick
ter 753-

Pre-Bloom Super Sale!!

Business
Opporluntly
FOR Rent Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street,
Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502 575 6200

Hey! Hey!
Debbie Ray is

1993 CLAYTON 14X70,
'82 CLAYTON, 14x60 mo
2br, 2 bath, stove, refrigerabile home, excellent condi
$11.900.
tor, c/a
bon includes wash/ dryer
753-7975
refng stove, microwave
1994 16X80 MOBILE front steps back porch
blocks & underpinning
Home in great condition
3br, 3 bath, vaulted ceilings $7350 obo 759-9404
with large rooms Double FOR Sale 1995 mobile
pane thermal tilt windows, home on 1 acre west of
8' house insulation, w/d town 3br, 2 baths, everyhook-up, dishwasher, new thing stays Priced in the
front porch with roof, rear low
$40'5 MLS#3500245
deck with privacy fenced Call Pat Butler at Grey's
yard Call 753-6921 230
Properties at 759-2001
Riviera Cts $20,900
SOUTHERN
1 99 4
Lifestyle- 16x72, 2 bedroom, 2 bath. Bank Repo.
Includes central a/c, vinyl
siding with shingle roof.
Home is in excellent condition. $500 Down payment
with monthly payments approx. $240 per month_ Keith
Baker Homes, Paris, TN
or
901-644-0012
1-800-533-3568

INSULAT
41X76
plus she
creteficio
office n
heat fen
immediat
deposit
NICE offil
600 sq ft
court sqi.
cluding
days

1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths, appliances.
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning Extra
nice 753-9866

Horne
FurnIeNngs
GLASS top table with 4
chairs $175 753-7934

Happy Birtfaa;1

1883 FLEETWOOD
14x70 3 bedroom 2 bath
Bank Repo includes central a/c Handyman speaal,
home needs work Sold as
is where is $6,000 Financing available with $500
down payment and monthly
payments approx $155 per
month Keith Baker Homes,
Parts, TN 901 644 0012 or
1-800-533-3568

dryer,
WASHER/
$19.95 /week. Call
753-4663

To Buy

SAVE $173 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195

13x24 S.
10x10 ce
cation at!
Rogers
753 5140
4 CAR
753 4509

070

Servall Termite & Pest Control

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

VISA

060

0611

on

Fri. 11
Fri. 3
Mon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

: ;Kr JO for each adchUona...onsccuLve
,nopping Guide )S2_00 curs for blind boa ads

Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline
Day & Time

Publish Day

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

nh extra tor I cesda IShoppung Guide ,
Reader ‘ds

be re30s per *oc, Sr. s
$200ettra tot Shopper ,'T wes ("lassdx...is

i2

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
1 I 2 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Pht,n

0=3
)0 Are You Looking For Security? 11
10 Are you in need of a place to store your el
0 valuables? There's no need to look any 2
3 further - we have what you need!
0
Security Gate • Low Rates
Call Today At
1E)
01
E31 KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 10
91850 State Route 121 South Murray KY 42071 0
753-5562

0

Free

i-46-1`c

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and sotop go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery - 753-4566

[Ma
Fer
Les

MURHA

450

320

1BR upstairs, near MSU
$250/mo plus deposit
759-4136

Office Space
Various Size Suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

1 OR 2br apts. new downtown Murray Equal Oppor
tunny Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109

13'x24'STORAGE Bid with
10 x10 overhead door Location at 5 Points More into
Rogers Enterprises
753 5140

11110.1:

2BR, 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup.
$475/mo, 1yr lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905 or 753-7536

4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509

2BR, 1 bath $400 deposit.
$400 rent. 759-9545.

INSULATED metal building
41'X76 (3,116 square feet)
plus shed - storage Concrete floor, overhead doors,
office, new natural gas
heat, fenced lot, available
immediately $550/mo plus
deposit. 753-7724.

2BR, 1 bath, all appliance
w/d hook-up, lease & deposit required Available April
1st 759-1476 after
6 30pm
2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898

NICE office for rent approx
600 sq ft. 104 N 4th, right off
court square. $300/mo including utilites. 753-3153
days.

2BR duplex in Northwood
No pets
$375/mo
759-4406.

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-4509, 753-6612

5

2

=MIMI\

11

meson&
dryer,
Nave,
iorch,
rung,
4

iobile
ist of
?veryn the
0245
key's
01.

on 1
eposit

6012

ReferCall

2br,
Trailer
RE,

Meahome
3 resiwith
iction
water/
South
bury

2BR duplex, 2 full baths,
w/d hook-up, appliances
furnished. Central h/a, private deck, garage
$500/mo, deposit & lyr
lease. 753-5524 days,
753-6854 nights.

SHOP for rent, $250/mo
plus deposit. North of Murray 753-4.837 until 5pm.
SMALL business or office
space. Paid utilities.
753-6106

2BR duplex, central h/a,
w/d furnished. No pets.
$440/mo & deposit.
502-753-6022.

310
Want
To Rent

2BR duplex. 1102 Pogue
Appliances furnished. No
pets. Deposit required.
$310/mo. Call 753-3415 or
753-0409.

PROFESSIONAL couple
seeking to rent with possible option to buy, in wooded
area farm or lake region
762-1549.

2BR tri-plex, Cambnd
Subdivision,

110

e ts

Apertmerds
Fat Rent

NOW renting 1 2 & 3 bed
room apartments Mur Cal
Apartments 902 North
wood Dr Murray KY
759 4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity
PRACTICALLY New (1)
2b 6 (2) lbr apts for rent
Nice 753 5731
VERY nice 2br 14 baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w ,washer &
dryer. $500/mo, 1yr lease,
1 mo deposit No pets
753 2905 753-7536

CHAROLAIS Pure bred
bulls
&
heifers
502 522 8005

BEAUTIFUL building lots in
or joining the city limits of
Murray 753-5541

430
Real
Estate
10. ACRES. Hardwood
trees 9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake Good hornesite, pri
vale entrance off of main
road, $28,000 Serious in
quiries only please Call
474-8704

FOR SALE 1A ACRES
on Highland Rd, East of
Murray 280F1' Road fronRooms
For Rent
tage, nice building site mature trees, 9/10 of a mile
room
SLEEPING
from Ky Lake, $7500 Call
$150/mo Coleman RE,
474-8704 after 5pm
753-9898
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
340
759-4218
Houses
For Rent
KOPPERUD Realty has
1807 COLLEGE Farm Rd
buyers waiting to purchase
2 or 3br house No lease homes-all price ranges. If
$350/mo Call 753-7334 you are thinking of selfingand leave message
contact one of our courteous and profassional
2 & 3BR in Murray & Lynn agents at 753-1222 or stop
grove Lease & deposit reby office at 711 Main St.
Opportunity
Equal
quired.
Housing, HUD/ KHC certifi- LAND NEAR THE LAKE
cates accepted. 753-4109 We have lots & small farms
Kentucky
2BR 1 bath, gas heat for sale near
Sizes range from 2 to
stove & refrigerator furn- Lake.
20 acres. Prices go from
ished, w/d hook up
to $30,500. Call
$4,800
5325/mo 1mo deposit No
Bob Rodgers at COLpets 753-2905
DWELL BANKER WOODS
ASSOCIATES,
2BR, 1 bath, gas heat, &
753-1651
$315/mo + deposit
753-0095
MLS/27193 49 ACRES +-,
2BR, 2 bath, no pets, located near Ky state line in
$450/mo plus deposit
Tennessee. Excellent huntNorth of Murray 753-4837 ing ground, beautiful builduntil 5pm
ing sites, lots of road frontage, $35,500. Marty,
3BR, 2'4 bath, gas central
Moody Realty Co, Paris,
h/a. $750/mo. Mayfield
TN. 1-800-642-5093.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
130

435
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- 3BR,2 bath, Murray S. 9th.
take
land Wesley Village, lbr $495/mo plus security deProperty
apartment, utilities in- posit. 474-2520.
cluded, rent based on in- 3BR brick, central h/a, 3 STORY A-FRAME (within
come,62 & older, or handi- Hazel. Coleman RE walking distance) of Kencap & disabled. Equal 753-9898.
tucky Lake. 2/3 Bedroom, 1
Housing Opportunity.
bath, apprx 1600sq ft,
3BR House, 205 S 13th, 24x30 detached 2 car gar502-354-8888.
$350/mo 753-3415
age, w/attic storage, 24x32
MANOR
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS. MURRAY
3BR house in Murray. carport, w/storage, 8x10
it
Very nice 1 & 2br apart- APARTMENTS: Make
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
your home! Great 1 or 2br 753-4509
ments in Farmington (11
ground. 2 Lake accesses(1
with
great
apartments
Central
miles from Murray).
HOMES for rent 753-4444
private, 1 public) nearby.
h/a,
laundry
central
price,
h/a, w/d,stove, refrigerator,
Apprx 14 miles East of Murhours
Office
rent
facilities.
for
house
lbr
LARGE
dishwasher provided. Waray. $95,000. Serious inMon -Fri. City sewer & water
ter & trash pick-up in- 8am-5pm,
quiries only. Shown by apEqual
,
(502)753-8668
437-4465
Referpets.
cluded. No
pointment. Call 474-8704
Opportunity.
ences required. Available Housing
after 5pm, or leave
next
2br
WELL
brick,
kept
March 1st. Starts at NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
message.
$315/mo. 762-4483 3-4br house w/washer & to park. Oak & tile floors,
8ama4pm or 345-2748 after dryer, furnished, near dining room, walk-in DOUBLE lot with new sepclosets, appliances, wid, tic system, ready for home
5P1TI•
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
gas heat. Deposit & 1yr or trailer. Located in lake
5pm,
before
St.
753-1252
stove,
1BR, available now,
lease. $400/mo. 489-2741
front subdivision with prirefrigerator, all utilities, 753-0606 after 5pm.
vate boat ramp. $9,900
furnished. Coleman RE NICE 2br, 1 bath apart360
firm. 759-4696.
753-9898.
ment, all appliances. Great
Storage
Rentals
1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call location. Call Mur-Cal Re440
Coleman Realty 753-9898. alty 753-4444.

1,2 & 3BR seasonal & long
term. Fully furnished & unfurnished. Lakefront & lakeview. Limited dock space
available. 600h from eri:'
trance to Moore's Resort on
Call
Lake.
KY
502-362-8121.

1BR near university, appliances furnished.
$275/mo plus deposit. No
pets. References required.
753-4181.

NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown
No pets. 436-2755.

EASTSIDE

For Sale

BP

1.75 ACRES Rockhouse
Creek Estates $15,000
436-5733

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

1 ACRE lots with restric2 miles north of
1
tions. 4/
Murray. 759-9192.

• CREEKVIEW Self-storage
lots in New Conwarehouses on Center 4 LAKE
Less than
Drive behind Shoney's. cord off Hwy 118.
,10 miles from Pans Land$20-$40/mo 759-4081.
ing. Call 901-642-9963.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

• ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592

DUPLEX lots for sale, Bagwell Blvd off Glendale Rd
753-4389 or 753-5960
EARLY Spring Sale Beau
utul homesites Quail Run
Subdivision otters large
lots, water, sewer, trees
and no city taxed Price
from $8500 to $12,500 For
sale by owner 753-3387
LARGE wooded lot at 1306
Fleetwood Drive in Campbell Estates Ideal for house
with walk-out basement on
back of house Call
753-3903

LOTS for sale Various
sizes & locations to meet
your needs Call 753-9950
7am-4pm Mon -Fri,
759-1828 or 762-0009
5pm-9pm Mon-Sun
MOBILE home or building
lot, Lynn Grove area. City
water, septic & electric
pole, $15,500. 753-6885
450
Farms
For Sale
96 ACRE Mini Farm. Located one mile from city
limits adjacent to Quail Run
Subdivision. Priced at only
$29,000. Water and sewer
available. For sale by
owner. 753-3387.

Homes
For Sale
1400 DIUGUID. 2br log
home w/large lot for development $53,900. Not for
rent. 502-927-8493.
2700 SO FT brick & vinyl
home. 3br, 3 bath, CH&A.
Detached 2 car garage &
shop. Cathedral ceiling in
LR with large fireplace.
Great country location.
Convienent to Murray &
Mayfield. 435-4318.

2 STORY brick house, ap_, pros 3600 sq ft, 4 bed2
rooms, upstairs bonus
2 bathrooms, for1
room, 2/
mal dining room, office or
living room, family room,
kitchen, utility. Nice hardware floors, Berber carpeting and tile flooring. Great
storage and closet space
House has 2 heating & air
units. City utilities, electric
& gas Great extras such as
10ft cedings, doors, transits, ect. Call 753-3966 for
appointment to see.
2YR old home with 14
acres
$110,000
759-4036
2 bath, central h/a,
/
3BR, 11
deck, carport, 24X40 detached garage, fenced
2 miles east of
1
backyard. 1'/
Murray. House & lot or
acreage available.
753-8819 4pm-8pm.
38R, 2 bath, 2yr old home
in nice subdivision.
$75,000. 753-7091.

753-3853

502-436-2102
Full Line of Equipment
Free Estimates
Satisfaction
Owned and Operated By
Guaranteed
Joseph Lamb

ACCUTECH
DESIGNS& DRAFTING

GLEN MATHIS
DESIGNER

Custom Home Plans
Site Plans
Drafting
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMLN I
Phone (901) 77-02
(502)354-8877
Phone

C-STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycamore E. Next to Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571.

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796

Locadon! Location! 804 S. 16th St.
Beautiful wooded lot 105x250, 3 BR. 2Vi bath all downstaint,
bonus room up w 2,850 sq. ft. living space. Huge walk-in awe
(could be finished) & 24x24 attached garage 3,458 sq. ft.
Central HJAC, LR, dining, kitchen-den combo wffireplace &
hardwood floods, nice closets, utility room wistorage cabuiess,
gunroom, patio &
A MUST SEE! 759.0700

GATESBOROUGII COLONIAL

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536

1.4.0

641 Storage
All Sizes
A vailable

753-5585
Jr 0

Lamb Brothers
Rooting Company

iy

0
10
0
71 0
521

We do any & all types of roofing.
Family Ownad & Oparated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

COMMERCIAL building at
717 S 4th St. 1200 sq It
excellent location for any
business $68,500 or trade
753-7668 days, 753-4919
nights

lly decorated,4,350 sq. ft. spacious,
imfu'
i eaulti"
illr
5 BR, 31/2 baths, study w/custom cherry
cabinets, large closets, play/tv room, 16x33
family room w/FP, living toom, formal dining room, front & rear staircase, eat-in
kitchen w/breakfast bar, appliances, interior & ext. French doors, hardwood floors, 2
car garage w/workshop & finished loft, attic
storage, large yard, brick patio, privacy
fence, quiet dead end street, new siding &
roof'96. City or county schools. Great buy at
$229,000.
Call 753-8276, 753-0998 for appt.

380

--wafcr
PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE
Carne Staples
753-7083
Seeding
Lawn Cleanup
Bed Mulching

Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal
Edging

Pets
Supplies
6YR old female Sheltie,
beautiful Needs a lovmq
home $75 759-8080
AKC Registered Bassett
Hounds Ready 3/28.00
$200 489 2964
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436 2858
ST Bernard puppies, AKC.
shots & wormed 382-2331

1994 CHEVY S 10 Blazer
4X4 4 3 V6 green, Tahoe
hitch $12900 753-7581
after 5pm

LOOKING FOR THE
IDEAL LOCATION
for your home or business? Look at 905 Coldwater Road, 3 BR
home, zoned B-2 for
business or residence.
Just reduced, call before it's gone 753-1651

190

Used
Cars

Interest rates•are low, building costs are down
& spring is near. Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
wort,. Large or small.

Bruce Green
Budd.,
(504 753-8343

1981 18
RitsIKERBUILT
walk thru ski boat 1201'ip
inboard motor Good conch
Don $2 500 obo 474 8022

1983 TOYOTA Corolla
$525 767 0728
1984 RENAULT for sale or
trade for a good 'utility
trailer Call 436-5306
1987 MAZDA 323 4dr
5sp gold, new condition
high mileage Asking
$3000 Call 502-762 0061
Mon & Wed

FRIENDLY FAMILY
HOME
Large two story has
room for kids, storage,
hobbies and entertaining. Four bedrooms,
three baths, hospitality room and more.
Also has 13stall stable,
fenced with pond on
5.5 acres. Additional
acreage available. Call
us today 753-1651.

1989 GLASS Stream 198
GXL boat trailer low
hours 230 19tt open bow
175 Mercruiser inboard
outboard new canvas
cover Some accessories
Excellent shape $6 000
obo Call 753-5184

Woods & Associates
414 So. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-1651
3BR brick house, 1104
Fairlane in Circararna Subdivision. Excellent condition. 753-4389 or
753-5960.
ARCHITECT designed
solar home on 18 acres
Near Irvin Cobb Resort
2 baths, Cypress
/
3br, 11
beam ceilings, custoM
woodwork & ceramic tile
throughout Stone work by
local artist, walk-in pantry,
root cellar & greenhouse.
Large shop with attached
equipment shelter
436-2669
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores, 2 minutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden. 2-3br, 2
bathrooms, sunroom, full
drive-in basement, deck
with water garden, central
h/a, wood stove & boat
house. Call 502-435-4585
BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN
STYLE- Inspired by the
Cover of "Southern Uving" Magazine. Four (4)
2 baths,
/
bedrooms, 21
study/ rec room, sunroom,
atrium, great room with fireplace, front porch, deck,
and large, wooded lot
(1311 Oakhill Dr./ Campbell Estates). PHI
759-1830.

COUNTRY home, 1 5
acres, 3br, 1 bath brick.
Large 3 bay outbuilding,
sunroom, greenhouse, garden & landscape extras,
570's. Must sell 492-8299
DUPLEX near campus
$29,500. Reduced for quick
sale. 898-8564 after 7pm
No Realtors Please
FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
log home, qaco sq ft, 13
acres fenced with pond,
30'X60' shop. 120'X50
barn, 24'X36' barn, 18'X36
barn, 24'X40' equipment
shed Phone 753-7687
FOR sale by owner 3 bedroom, 2 bath, brick ranch. 2
living areas, new gas pack,
lots of storage appliances
included, $79.900
753-5703
MINI HORSE FARM 10
Acres Fenced, spring fed
creek Double- Wide Mobile 3br, 2 bath, central tva,
garden tub, sun porch,
large metal outbuildings+
shed/ workshop Beautiful
setting Must see! $70s
Call Century 21 Loretta
Realtors
Jobs
5O2-753 1492, ask for Bar
bara MLS#4000798
OWNER ready to sell Neat
31x brick ranch style house
approx 1850 sq ft on '.
acre lot Many updates
Nice subdivision 4 miles
southeast of Murray Ask
ing $78,900 Call 753 1159
for appointment

glikport UtNIty
Velkles
1979 JEEP CJ7. burgundy,
V8, 3sp soft top. Detroit
locker rear end. $3,000
753 6885

A&A Lamb Brothers Corn
plete Lawn Care Mowing
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb 436-5791

1993 YAMAHA Pro VXR
wave runner with trailer
Excellent condition $3,000
obo 436-5720

ABSOLUTELY Honest &
Reliable Lawn Care 10yrs
experience in Murray Call
David at 753-6986

42FT Gibson houseboat,
Flying Bridge Twin 351
Ford engines generator,
newly redecorated inside
Price negotiable Call after
4pm 502-435-4565

1989 CHEVY Beretta Approx. 60,XXX miles on rebuilt motor & trans Many
new parts $1900 Call
753-1980, ask for Chris
1994 CAMRY LE American Edition $10,000
489-2308
1995 AQUA Corvette
loaded, $24,900
759-2203

ADAM'S HOME IMP ROV EM EN TS.
Remodeling/ Repairs In
side & Out No Job Too
Small 759-9906

FOR sale '78 VIP,85 horse
power Javlen boat
436-5373

Services
Offered

A. Deck Services (PROTECT YOUR INVEST
MENTH) Deck refinishing
power washing, and conCall now ,
struction
519-0072

3-D DOZING, backhoe
septic & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, Junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds tree
work 436-2867

510

1996 MERCURY Grand
Marquis, silver, matching
interior, new X-1 Michelin
40,XXX miles, beautiful
Excellent car $13,500
759-3569 after 5pm
1997 MAZDA 626 LX, fully
loaded, Forest Green w/
beige interior, 29xxx miles,
1 owner, like new
489-2022 days, 489-2525
after 6pm

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing If you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
,
bankruptcy. COI Kenny
or
at (502) 247-9300
==-(800) 874-0256.

JIM'S DRYWALL

1990 PLYMOUTH Grand
Voyage, 3.3 V6, new tires,
excellent shape. $4,995
753-7581 after 5pm

Hanging, Finishing & Repairs

1991 FORD Aerostar van,
pAv,
maroon, very good
condition, $5,500.
527-1897.

FREE ESTIMATES
Phone

1991 MAZDA 7 passenger
van, all extras, very dean,
locally owned $6,800
terms 759-1922

(502)436-5393 or 436-5955

1993 TOWN& Country extended van, leather, all options, dual air, 77,XXX
miles, excellent condition.
$11,400 or trade. See at S
4th & Elm St. 753-0697
days, 759-1639 nights.

Tucker Lawn Care
Service

1996 DODGE Caravan
Sport with 4 doors, loaded
with CD Player, $16,500.
Call 759-1274.

Mowing, Trimming. Edging.
Clippings Removal & Mulching

BRICK ranch style 4br, 1'4
bath. 2 acres,'h mile West
Call
Lynn Grove
502-435-4128.
BY owner- 3BR bnck on 1 5
acre shady lot in view of SW
Elementary. Immediate
possession, reduced to
sell, 489-2756.

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
ing serving Murray Calle
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492-8737

1992 STRATOS fish & ski
150hp garage kept
$9,800 436-2834

1988 PONTIAC Firebird
blue w/gray interior V6
115,XXX miles $3,250
7 59 - 906 1 week or
502-639-5603 weekend
ask for David

COLDuseu.
BANKen

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump renjoyal tree spray
log leaf riDeng hedge trim
ming landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured Full line of equip
ment Free estimates Tim
136-5711,
Lamb
1-800-518-5262.

1987 17FT Bomber 88hp
$4500 obo 767 9801

1979 CAMARO runs great
looks good 753-8580

2
1
BY owner 3br tutor, 2/
bath, huge Ir w/full wall
stone fireplace, huge garage, fenced backyard,
2000sq ft. 1566 Mockingbird, priced below market
value. 436-5229

FOR SALE

11

'J'Jt

Vehicles

.160

All Size Units
Available

I G""

THERE IS NO COMPROMISE in this sit
bedroom contemporary. Masterful attention to detail includes
oak staircase and master suite with cotutyard The crowning
touch is state of the art
kitchen Country living, Just minutes from
town See us today for
your personal tour.

,

112:11Lon Utiity

Homes
For Sale

Apartments
Fee Rent

1'

I Mt

L1! .r

Free Estimates
Ph. 502-759-9609
1972 CHEVY lwb, 350,
auto, p/s, p/b, aluminum
wheels, $2500 obo
753-7299
1981 FORD F100 pick-up,
6cyl, 3sp, 56,XXX actual
miles, straight body. $1,900
otio. 753-1940, after 5pm

catitls
m iwcrc
ooeptwNowu
cuu:Trou
All Types Of:

1985 CHEVY K-5 Blazer,
new GM 350 with warranty.
very nice, $7800. 759-5768
after 4pm
1986 CHEVY C-10 swb,
p/s, p/b, a/c, cruise, white/
red, 75xxx miles Local 1
owner. $7,000 489-2414

•

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by rinC. see 3Jr showroom
L17,1111•
ai

V

409

2
:11\

11V1*

4-(1.,

afe.

1989 DODGE PU V. tonred- Cummins diesel, good
condition 489-2533
1992 MAZDA B2600, extended cab, automatic, air
Clean 435-4330
1995 CHEVY, a/c, tilt,
cruise 41,XXX miles Excellent condition $11 500
753-4445
1995 DODGE SLT Dually,
Cummins Turbo diesel,
automatic, all power, running hoards, factory
chrome wheel covers,
single cab, towing pkg
white 70xxx miles Garage
kept, maintenance record.
$16,500 obo Good condibon Call 474-8704 after
5pm Serious inquiries only
please
2 ton, full
1
1995 GMC truck,'/
size, VEl. 5sp, like new,
21xxx miles Garage kept
witiedliner, $10,700
901-247 3730
1997 DODGE Dakota extra
cab, red loaded, 12xx x
Call 759 1274
1997 FORD F150 XL, 4wd,
46L. V8 automatic, extended cab, 3dr, minor
body damage, one owner
58,XXX highway miles
$16,500 firm 753 4889
1998 DODGE SLT Lara
mie Iviti 318 Magnum, all
extras 4 XXX miles, bed
liner, Michelin tires, chrome
wheels emerald green with
matching $1.350 topper
Now truck $19 500
759 359 atter 5pm

• Pres law Anal*.
• Spray Truck Capability

& Insured
• Locally Owned & Operated

• licensed

753-57243
01. ...MALEY LAWN & LANDSCAPE SVC
‘
4
.
808 Coldwater Rd.
"Aereee from Super America."

Kent Price Plumbing, Inc.
502-247-9878
Ton Free 14188237-1175
Ky. Lie. #5942
Sewer & Drain Cleaning
Residential Service & New
Homes, No Job Too Small.
Get The Flight Price St Service For All
Your Pfumbing Needs.

mb Brothers

y

Tree Service

502 430 5744
IL SOO 548 5202

LIcEsSED A 1NstRED F'.. ESIMIUM
24 Hr Serowe
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H
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Ti.. a Straw
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0
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Tree Truoftwag
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Services
Offered

ServIcie
Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands Kenmore 30.
y -?ars ex Ierience BOBBY
HOPPEic 436 5848
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs driveways box blade
rortertilling snow removal
753 0834 or 759 9835

Affordable
Prices
I

759-5353
Leave Message
Tree ratimatea and
Lic. * Ina.

AFFORDABLE qua
building you II be proud of,
Residential construction
remodeling roofing vinyl
siding porches decks
fencing concrete & ma
sonry And home repairs
Free estimates 753 8007
Elite Building
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations slabs sidew
alks driveways buildings
remodeling repairs AGC
certified 489 2214
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
wpodworlung 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

530

S 361

530

Allied
Tree Service

1998

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated conaete forms
1R32I StyroCrete builders
or
5 0 2 4 36 2 00 7
502 436-5264
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
492 8584
BONE ELECTRIC- Com
meraal & Residential 7
oays per week 24hr
emergency service Kim
(Kemp) Bone, Johnny
Bone (502)435-4007
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal Mulch At
fordable Prices Free Est
mates 759 5353
CARPET Cleaning
753-5827 Lees
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Any room up to
300sf only $30.00 Murray
Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning 753-6300 anytime

CARPET INSTALLATION
INC. By qualified installers
We install carpet vinyl tie
hardwood & laminated
floors Residential or Com
mercial 759-1591
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
lion high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep chimney cleaning
service 10% senior dis
counts 435 4006
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions. garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20 yrs experience
753-5592
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing pole barns,
sheds, carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent work
manship Affordable rates
753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
D&D ROOFING— Call us
for all of your roofing needs
436-2613

DAVID S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning vinyl sid
ing homes mobile homes
boats brick driveways
parking lots all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured Completely Mo
bile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502 853 1108

* * * * * * *

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construe
bon rewiring mobile home
hookups electrical mainte
nano° and repair Call any
time Murray, 762 0001
cells 519 1592

Free Estirwtes
Call Les

EMERGENCY water removal, 24 hours 753-5827
Lee's
FENCING- Midway Fence
Company Chain link wood
& vinyl at reasonable
prices 759-1519
GARDENS- Tractor tilled
breaking bushhogging
Jimmy Edwards 435 4465
GARDEN tilling, bushhog
ging, small jobs, driveways
graded with box blade Ger
ald Carroll 492-6159
HANDYWORK odd Jobs
wanted No job too small
Yes, we paint houses Ph
753-2388

$30

Sln

A Professional
Touch For Your
Personal Pride

Services
Ottereit

MOODY S Mower Repair
Pick up & delivery
753 5668

LAMB Brottier Home Im
provements remodeling
additions roohng siding
free estimates 436 2269

WRRIS Mobile Home
Molders Local & Out Of
State Moving Licensed &
Insured 767 9630

Legend Lawn
Service

MULCH delivered Murray
436 5560
PAINTING interior exter
Free estimates
ior
437 3879

759-3862
GUTTERS Quality Seam
less Aluminum gutters gut
ter maintenance, gutter
supplies, variety of colors
Licensed, affordable
prices West KY Seamless
Gutters 753 0278
LEGEND Lawn Service A
Professional touch for your
personal pride! Mowing
trimming cleanup and
more For estimates ph
759 3862
MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic overdrive
transmissions ASE Certi
fled in automatic & manual
drive transmissions Call
753-0152

HARDWOOD FLOOR in
stallation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753 7860

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
Serving Murray 26 years
Clean fresh, healthy carpets and upholstery Home
or office Free deodorizer
Free estimates 753-5827
Visa/MC

LAWN mowing reasonable
& satisfactory 759-4659
LAWN mowing at reason
able rates Dependable
service North of Murray
Preferably Free estimates
753 3993

Servkes
OftwW
PHOENIX Lawn Service.
Fast courteous service,
affordable prices, •xperi*nos. Satisfaction guaranteed. No Job too large
or small. Call 345-2623
PLUMBING repairs
service 436 5255

CALL TODAY

ADAMS
LAWN CARE

fast

Mowing
Trimming

RICK S Roofing Tear offs
re decking shingle and
rubber roots and repairs
Free estimates 22yrs ex
penence 502 437 4559
RUDOLPH S LAWN
CARE Reliable, exper
ienced service Mowing,
trimming etc Free esti
mates 502-753-9095
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
753 5484

Call Billy at

489-2929
FREE QUOTE
WANTED Yards to mow
759-1309
WILL do carpentry or con
crete finishing 25yrs ex
Krience Call 759 9257
please leave message

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

WOOD VCR repairing
VCR's Microwaves Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18 inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free into Mon Fri 1530
753-0530

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753 2592

FREE to good home Bas
sett Hound cross breed
great watch dog Call
759-9215

Stuart symposium set
for April 9 at MSU

Faculty members in the program
are Bradley Nystrom, Donna Plummer and Dianne Worthy.

Montessori Discovery School,212 N. 15th St., students had front row seats at
the Murray State University Brothers Grimm play last month.

West Kentucky Corp.
picks research firm

Key members of the rese-grch
team for the Lakes Area Regional
Plan
Development
Tourism
traveled to strategic locations within
western Kentucky and Tennessee
and met with community and tourism leaders recently.
In early March, the selection
committee for West Kentucky CorVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
BY JACQUELINE B1GAR
poration (WKC) interviewed a
**** There is no question that number of research firms competing
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, someone is demanding. Carefully for a nine-month contract to devethink through your responses. Take
April 1, 1998:
lop a "tourism action plan." EcoYou are personality-plus, and oth- your time. Be willing to break pat- nomic Research Associates (ERA)
ers delight in being around you. terns and re-establish boundaries.
Generosity of spirit helps vou make Discussions with a trusted partner was awarded the contract. "We had
friends easily and opens doors. In prove to be enlightening. Tonight: a highly qualified field of firms to
pick from and the selection commitfact, something you want could un- Head out on your own.
tee did an excellent job analyzing
expectedly enter your life. Intuition LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
is unusually powerful this year. You ***** Be clear about what is gos- which firm was the best fit," said
make strong decisions and have the sip and what is reality. Refuse to Steve Ze-a, president of WKC.
endurance to can them through. If compromise; remain grounded. A
The team ERA assembled to
you are single, there are likely to be partner has an excellent argument conduct the study includes five
changes; a special friend could take and gives you a run for your money. different research groups, each bryour world by storm. You will learn Laughing at an unexpected idea inging their own specialties and
a lot about relating. Ifattached,your eases tension. Be more nurturing. expertise to the table. Two members
partner is full of surprises. Make Tonight: Read between the lines!
of the research team accompanied
sure that you are on the same wave- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
the two-state
length. GEMINI loves swapping **** Make time for a tete-a-tete by WKC staff toured
with
acquainted
to
become
region
new
you
offers
He
with an associate.
jokes with you.
insights. A co-worker proves his the region's tourism assets. "While
The Stars Show the Kind of Day worth; you might consider a change meeting with community leaders,
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; in how you work together. Be careful the consultants got a feel for the lay
about spending, and look over the of the land and visited many land3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
terms of a financial agreement. Tomark facilities," noted Zea.
night: Make time for a friend.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
The ERA team will make several
***** Talks open up possibilities SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) additional visits to the region anaand allow for the unexpected. This ***** Let others take the lead.
could be a memorable April Fools' You will see a situation differently.
Day! You come from an anchored You laugh at another's ingenuity,
position. Intuition is right on. Be while the unexpected runs riot. A
willing to joke and tease someone,to loved one cannot resist inciting you.
help him loosen up. Trust your per- Someone dear finally feels like sharing on a truthful level. Tonight: Go
spective. Tonight: Visit a friend.
along with someone else's plans.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your more possessive side CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
comes out when dealing with a boss **** Be more direct when dealing
The colors of the University of
who knows how to 'unnerve you. with a family member. Hedging, or Kentucky and John and Joan
Friends come through in a big way. not being open, backfires in the long Gaines' racing silks adorned the
Higher-ups remain unpredictable, run. Discussions are animated and necks of about 10 UK seniors who
however. You see decisions far dif- revealing, and they help you build received the first Gaines Tartan
ferently. Don't feel as if you have to stronger foundations. Unexpected
scarves.
agree. Tonight: Be diplomatic.
expenses could throw you off. ToSallie Guy, a weaver from MurGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
night: Make it an easy night at home. ray, designed and wove the scarves
***** Be willing to adjust plans AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
for
because someone has a lot of ideas. ***** You seem vested in sur- at the request of Gaines Center
Raymond
Director
the
Humanities
Be sensitive with a friend who some- pnsing others. In some form, you
times adopts a rigid point of view. embody the essence of April Fools' Beus, who was inspired by the
Sometimes, your spontaneity puts Day in your words,actions and spirit. scarves worn by Cambridge and
him on the defensive. Help him over- Initiate talks,return calls and sched- Oxford students. The scarves were
come his fear of taking risks. A talk ule a key meeting. Money seems to given earlier this week to students
helps. Tonight: Whatever you want! flow in and out of your checking graduating this spring from the
CANCER (June 21-July 221
Gaines Center for the Humanities.
account! Tonight: Swap stories.
*** Be careful with a partner who PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Guy faced the challenge of commight be jeopardizing your financial **** You might not understand bining Kentucky blue and white
security Initiate a talk, and accept what is going on with someone. Stay with Gaines red, green and black.
more responsibility. An associate has detached and grounded. Explore She chose a tartan because of
odd business ideas, but they could options, and find out what will make Kentucky's Scottish and Scots-Irish
work. Stay even and direct. Let oth- this person comfortable. You have a heritage and because tartans allOw
ers reveal their true colors Tonight; wild financial idea; go for it, as long her to bring
contrasting colors
Run home and vanish'
as you can afford the outcome. ToLEO (July 23-Aug 221
night: Put your feet up.
**** AIM for what. you want.: Be
clear about your ex pect.ations ofthose BORN TODAY
who are at-ii distance Relish a dif- Author David Eisenhower (1947),
ferent opinion or perspective. Doors actress Ali MacGraw (1938),actress
For more information (all
will open as a result A Vat-trier who Debbie Reynolds (1932)
• ••
toll free 1 -800-ACS-2345
specializes in the unexpected delights you Accept an offer

HOROSCOPES

LAWN Maintenance Inc
Mowing mulching, trim
ming & removal total yard
care Free estimates
759 9577

JEFF'S LANDSCAPINGLawn installation & renovation Landscape maintenance Topsoil, mulch, pea
gravel hauled Weekly
mowing, edging & trimming 753-7039

Terry as her supervising teacher.
During this experience, Baust is
having the opportunity to prepare
lesson plans, assist with special
classroom activities and serve as
lead teacher.

determine the finalists from each of
the 50 states, the District of Columbia and the five U.S. territories.
Victors from the state bees will
gather at the Society's worldwide
headquarters in Washington on May
19-20 for the national championships — and a chance at a $25,000
scholarship. Sylvan Learning Centers, the co-sponsor of the 1998
National Geography Bee, is presenting the first-place winner with
an all-expenses-paid vacation to
Hong Kong.

LAWN Care Mowing
mulching landscaping
Reasonable responsible,
dependable Call Terry
Joe 753 4679

LAWN mower ATV repair
& service Free pickup &
delivered 435 4460

Brown in geography bee
Millions of American students
have competed for geography scholarships totaling nearly half a million dollars since the National Geographic Society launched the National Geography Bee 10 years ago.
The preliminary rounds of the
10th National Geography Bee have
been completed. Mandy Brown, an
eighth grader at Murray Middle
School, is among the students competing April 3 for a spot in the
national competition. Winners from
school-level bees will compete to

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & In
sured
Luke Lamb
502 436 5950

JAILER CANDIDATE:
22yrs experience as a corrections professional
Trained & educated to provide full-time community
protecuon & save taxpay
ers money Compare the
qualifications & hire PHIL
HAZLE to be your new
kind of faller Paid for by
Phil Hazle

Murray's Baust completes
student teaching program
Leah Baust of Murray currently is
completing a term of student teaching under the auspices of the education program at Centre College. She
is the daughter of Joseph and Marilyn Baust of Murray and is a 1994
graduate of Calloway County High
School
Baust is teaching at Hogsett
Elementary School with Elaine

$30

Services
Offered

Services
Mired

lyizing the complete aray Rf tourism
facilities and services cm-km.1y offered. The next regional workshop
will be in May.
The goal is to develop a tourism
action plan for the proposed area
which includes the Kentucky counties of Crittenden,Livingston,Caldwell, Lyon, McCracken, Marshall,
Calloway, Trigg,and Christian, and
the Tennessee counties of Henry,
Stewart, Montgomery, Benton,
Houston, Humphreys,and Dickson.
The plan will provide near, intermediate, and long-range plans for
increasing tourism to the region.
The strategies will focus on expanding the tourism product and infrastructure, enhancing and epxanding
marketing and promotional activities, building the social and institutional capabilities of the region and
conserving the natural and cultural
heritage of the region. The plan is
scheduled to be completed in the fall
of 1998.
ERA will receive $105,000 for
the work, with the cost being underwritten by the Tennessee Valley
Authority, the state of Tennessee,
the WKC,and private contributors.
Anyone interested in serving on a
committee for this study may Contact the WKC by calling (502) 7623294.

The 1998 Jesse Stuart Writing
Symposium at Murray State University will be held April 9 on
campus.
James Tate, winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry and the National
Book Award, is the featured writer
for the one-day symposium.
Tate and other writers and scholars will give presentations on the
topic, "The Real and The Surreal in
Poetry," and will hold an open
discussion involving panelists and
the audience.
Tate has been a professor at the
University of Massachusetts since
1971 and has taught poetry workshops at the University of California/Berkeley, Columbia University
and Emerson College.
Born in Kansas City, Mo.,Tate is
one of the most important and
original poets of his generation. His
signature style has been described
as "playful, wicked, deliriously

sober, charming, and dazzling.".
His first volume of poetry, "The
Lost Pilot," was selected for the
Yale Series of Younger Poets
Awards. His work has also been
honored with the William Carlos
Williams Award,the National Book
Award,and the Tanning Prize of the
Academy of American Poets. Tate
has been selected for fellowships
from the Guggenheim Foundation
and the National Endowment for the
Arts.
The presentations will begin at 3
p.m. in Faculty Hall, Room 208.
Tate will read from his poetry at
7:30 p.m. in Pogue Library, with a
reception and book signing following. Tate's books are available at the
University Bookstore.
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All events are free and open to the
public. For more information, contact Squire Babcock, symposium
director, at (502) 762-4730.

College Day planned
The American fjumanics program at Murray State University is
having their Annual College Day,
an opportunity to be introduced to
life on a college campus.
College Day is for eighth grade
students from Calloway County.
Only the first 50 students are accepted and the cost is $10.

Sign up is at the YMCA on
Chestnut Street until April 6. Come
out and make "Today's Dream,
Tomorrow's Reality."
For more information, call the
American Humanics program at
762-3808 or the YMCA at 7534295.
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Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!
Open
Mon -Fn. 7-5,

Great Tires!

Great Selection!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

90 Days Same As Cash
.0,
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UK colors adorn new
Gaines' racing silks
together in an appealing way.
"They are marvelous studies of
color contrasi When you have color
contrasts, you have something
lively," said Guy, whose tartan is
made up of two overlapping blocks
— one blue and white, one red,
green and black. "Where one crosses itself, it is very bright. Where it
crosses the other, you get a real
pretty blue-green mix."
Guy currently is registering the
Gaines Tartan with the International
Tartan Association. This will be her
second tartan design registered with
the association. Scarf designs at
Cambridge and Oxford universities
are stripes rather than tartans. For
about a century, students and
alumni have worn the striped
scarves to represent the sports club
of their particular college within the
university.

Volunteer!
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MIMI!,IRAN TNI SWORD

1

AMERICAN
CANCER

sociErif

A Private Gent emen's Club
B.Y.O.B.
40 ft. Stage -20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class Sound and
Light System
18

and up

Major Credit Cards Approved

Hours 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.

Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March 31, the 90th day Of 1998 There are
275 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:.
On March 31, 1968, President Johnson stunned the country hs
announcing he would not run for another term of office.
On this date:
In 1492, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain issued an
edict expelling Jews from Spanish soil, except for those willing to
convert to Christianity.
In 1889, French engineer Alexandre Gustave Eiffel unfurled the
French tricolor from atop the Eiffel Tower, officially marking its
completion.
In 1917, the United States took possession of the Virgin Islands
from Denmark.
In 1923, the first U.S. dance marathon, held in New York City,
ended with Alma Cummings setting a world record of 27 hours on
her feet.
'In 1933, Congress authorized the Civilian Conservation Corps
In 1943, Rodgers and Hammerstein's musical "Oklahoma!'
opened on Broadway.
In 1945, the Tennessee Williams' play "The Glass Menagerie"
opened on Broadway.
In 1976, the New Jersey Supreme Court ruled that coma patient
Karen Anne Quinlan could be disconnected from her respirator.
Quinlan, who remained comatose, died in 1985.
In 1986, 167 people died when a Mexicana Airlines Boeing 727
crashed in a remote mountainous region of Mexico.
In 1995, Mexican-American singer Selena, 23, was shot to death
in Corpus Christi, Texas, by the founder of her fan club. Yolanda
Saldivar was convicted of murder and sentenced to life in prison.
Ten years ago: The novel "Beloved" by Toni Morrison was
awarded the Pulitzer Prite for fiction, while the Charlotte (N.C)
Observer won the prize for public service for its coverage of the
Praise The Lord scandal.
Five years ago: The U.N. Security Council .increased international pressure on Bosnian Serbs, authorizing NATO warplanes to
shoot down aircraft that violated a ban on flights over Bosnia. Actor Brandon Lee, 28, was killed during the filming of a movie in
Wilmington, N.C., by a prop gun that fired part of a dummy bullet
instead of a blank. "Star Dust" lyricist Mitchell Parish died in
New York City at age 92.
One year ago: Jury selection began in Denver in the trial of accused Oklahoma City bomber Timothy. McVeigh. The Supreme
Court ruled that the government can force cable television systems
to carry local broadcast stations.
,Today's Birthdays: Actor Richard Kiley is 76. Actor William
Daniels is 71. Hockey Hall-of-Famer Gordie Howe is 70. Actress
Shirley Jones is 64. Country singer-songwriter John D. Loudermilk
is 64. Actor Richard Chamberlain is 63. Musician Herb Alpert is
63. Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., is 58. Actor Christopher Walken is
55. Comedian Gabe Kaplan is 53. Vice President- Al Gore is 50.
Actress Rhea Perlman is 50. Actor Ed Marinaro is 48. Rock musician Angus Young (AC/DC) is 39. Act& Ewan McGregor is 27.
Thought for Today: "What is it to be a gentleman? The first to
thank and the last to complain." — Serbian proverb.
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YOU DON'T HAVE NEARLY AS
MUCH NAIR AS YOU
USED
TO

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK
ten _rears ago
Murray State University
Acadeno, Coordinator to the
MSLI basketball team, Dr. Charles Leroy Eldridge, will retire after 17 years of service to the
school. He was presented a
plaque in appreciation of his

Aork with the Racers' basketball
team at the recent banquet.
The Music Ministry of Westside Baptist Church will present a
dramatic musical, "Do You Believe In Me," on April 1 at 7 p.m.
and on April 3, Easter Sunday, at
8 p.m. Tommy Scott is director
of the musical.
Births reported include a girl to
Shetiga and Gary Floyd and a
boy to Donna and Ernie Ferguson, March 26.
Twenty years ago

Murray and Calloway County
are in for a spring cleaning during April. City and county officials have jointly declared April
22-28 as Clean Up and Beautification Week in the city and
county. Janice Austin, working in
conjunction with Judge Robert 0.
Miller's office, will be coordinating the activities.
More than .1,300 elementary,
junior high, and high school students are expected to compete in
the annual Mathematics and Science Fair on April 1.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Parker,
March 23.
Thirty years ago
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a meeting of Home Department
of Murray Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
W.B. Moser, Maurice Crass
Jr., R.L. Cooper, Mrs. Ruth Wilson and Mrs. Alice Travis were
elected as officers of the recently'
formed Calloway County Safety
Council.
Kay Parker, Bettye Hart, Mary
Jane Austin, Mary Leslie Erwin,
Edwina Kirk, Sandra Evans, Bill
Young, Johnny Pocock, Felicity
Hallanan, Donna Grogan, Mary
Anna Wallace, and Anne

Wrather, students at Murray High
School, won honors at the Regional Speech Festival at Murray
State College. Their coach is
Mrs. Modest Jeffrey.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Dixon and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dotson.
4111.

Fifty years ago
Calloway County Sheriff Wendell Patterson has released the list
of those being called for jury
duty for the April session of Calloway County Circuit Court.
Twenty-eight students from
Murray High School will go on a
four-day trip to Washington,
D.C., during the KEA holiday in
April. They will be accompanied
by Lula Clayton Beale, Mary
Lassiter and Harry Hendon, high
school teachers.
Freda Robertson and Deerwood
Lovett were married March 28 by
the Rev. L.W. Young at his home
in Corinth, Miss.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and 1 minutes. May I help you find
are newly married and have been something?"
Discuss closing policies with
working for a large, well-known
manager to determine if
your
years
several
for
store
retail
these practices can be
of
one
When a store posts its hours on
the front door, there is no excuse for instituted in your store.
a customer to waltz in three minii•

utes before closing time and expect
to shop the entire store. Even if no
hours are posted, one can assume
that the doors will be closing at 9
p.m. This is standard for retail
stores. 1Holidays and weekends
may vary.)
Almost every night people stroll
in three to five minutes before closing time. We will approach them
and ask, "Is there anything I can
help you find?" Invariably they say,
"No, thanks. I'm just looking." On
rare occasions, a considerate customer will say, "Oh, thank you, 111
come back tomorrow.") Thirty minutes after we have locked the doors
and are waiting to close the registers, these "lookie-loos" stroll 'out,
without so much as a thank-you or
apology.
How I wish I could say, "You
may have nothing to do and
nowhere to go, but most of us clerks
have families waiting for us at
home, sometimes a hot dinner cooling on the table, or a child waiting
for a goodnight kiss. We're tired and
want to get out of the store. Please
give us a break."

ANONYMOUS,NATURALLY
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Some
stores have public address systems over which they announce
that the 'store will be closing in
15 minutes,and it's the policy in
others to flash the overhead
lights to signal closing time. In
others, clerks are allowed to
approach the late customer and
say,"We are closing in three

Capt. Stanley Young, . soli of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Young, has
been reported wounded in- action
in Vietnam. He is now in a hospiCONTRACT BRIDGE
tal in Pleiku, Vietnam.
Joe Dick, Ray Brownfield, North dealer.
To illustrate the futility of the
Jimmy Boone, Luther Robertson, Both sides vulnerable.
four notrump call, what would
and Dr. Harry Sparks are new diSouth have done had North reNORTH
rectors of Murray Chamber of
sponded five diamonds, Showing
•K 8 7
Commerce. Elected as new officone ace? He would then have had to
V K 98 4
guess whether North held either of
ers were Robert Moyer, Robert
• K Q 103
these two possible hands: ..
+Q3
Carpenter, Jimmy Boone, and
K 10
•K 7 2
EAST
WEST
Ray Brownfield.
A 95 4
V
5
8
K
A
4104
2
3
6
9
Mrs. O.C. Wells and Mrs. Da•K J 76 3
•K Q 7 3
V7
vid Henry presented a program at V A 5 2
+Q8
+94
+98762
•J
In the first example, 12 tricks
•K J 7 6 5
4 A 98 4 2
are certain; in the second, South
SOUTH
cannot be sure of more than ten
+AQJ5
tricks. Furthermore, if North re•Q J 10 6 3
sponds five hearts (indicating two
•A 5 4
aces), South still won't know what
+ 10
I DO ALL TI-IAT SNIPPING TO
to do next. If he bids six, he may
The bidding:
BUILD UP YOUR EGO
find partner with 4 72V AK54
South West
North East
•J9873 + AQ,and go down either
Pass
1V
Pass
1•
one or two tricks.
4 NT Pass
Pass
2V
°11r
7
South's best way ofprobing for a
5V
Pass
5+
Opening lead —jack of diamonds. slam is to bid two spades over two
hearts. This tells partner he is
Blackwood is one of the most interested in game or slam. The
valuable conventions ever devised two spade bid invites North tojump
by the wit of man,but, alas, it does tofour hearts,raise spades,orshow
more harm than good if it is used a feature of his own if he has extra

DEAR ABBY. This is in response
to the letter about using closed military bases for vocational schools
I'm not criticizing the idea, but I am
criticizing the writer's misconception of vocational school students I
was offended at his statement that
those of us who attend these schools
are disadvantaged kids who are not
college matenal
I am a girl completing 10th

grade at a vocational-technical high
school in Delaware. Students must
achieve a certain grade point average and fill out an application even
to be accepted into this school. If
they get into any trouble or don't
keep up their grades, they are
removed from the school. Furthermore, 60 percent of the students
here go on to college after graduation.
My grandmother told me that
vocational schools were first established for disadvantaged "problem
children," but times have changed
since Granny's day. These schools
are not for dumb kids who come to
learn a trade because they'll never
do anything else productive'in their
lives. Students at my school are
intelligent and excel academically
as well as in their "shops."
Abby, people need to change
their views about vocational
schools. I speak for many of us. students when I say that we are not
"disadvantaged" and we are, indeed,
"college material."
HONOR STUDENT
ATTENDING VOCATIONAL
SCHOOL IN DELAWARE

DEAR HONOR STUDENT:.
Thank you for righting this misconception. You are living proof
that vocational students can be
college material. There are also
students attending vocational
schools who are learning a
tnade to provide themselves
with comfortable livelihoods.
My hat is off to them.
*5*

Good advice for everyone — teens to
seniors — is in "The Anger in All of Cs
and How to Deal With It." To order, send
a business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby. Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054-0447.(Postage is included.)

DR:`GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: A recent telex]
sion feature on ABC I - When Cars
Attack") explored the possibility that
mistreated automobiles may later
misbehave in order to injure their driimproperly. Consider this deal values.
This seems far-fetched. Is such
vers.
3-31
North
since
case,
actual
the
In
suspect
to
where South had reason
possible?
thing
a
that there might be a slam after has only minimum values for his
READER: I never fail to be
is
do
can
he
DEAR
best
the
bids,
two
first
and
diamond
one
,North opened
CATHY
to say three hearts.South now bids amazed by people's beliefs. In the pro(hen raised one heart to two.
I YOU HAVE A POINT.
IT ALL
But investigating the slam by four diamonds, making still an- gram you mentioned. the moderator
„THE RETURN
THE RETURN TO GLAMOuR... IF FASHION MUST 60 BACK
suggested that automobiles that have
WERE
BOYS
THE
EVEN
SO
SEEMED
TO THE SECOND
jumping to four notrump was a other try for slam.
THE RETURN TO ROMANCE.1 TO SOMETHING, LET IT BE
COMPREHENSIBLE,
But while North finds South's been mistreated by their owners
CAFIDErl_} POSSIBLE
TO SOMETHING THAT SYMWHAT WERE WE THINKING
gross abuse of Blackwood. In the
develop an evil spirit that
THEN!
BOLIZES A WOMAN'S POTENTHE LAST FEW YEARS??
actual case, North's five club re- bids encouraging, he still lacks the somehow
vehicles to malfunction in
the
causes
TIAL IN ALL AREAS OF LIFE!
sponse(indicating no aces)resulted, wherewithal to cooperate. He ways calculated to injure their drivers.
hearts,
four
with
off
signs
therefore
in an undesirable five heart conSuch a fantasy is truly preposterous
tract that went down one after and that is where North-South and is inconsistent with any scientific
West maneuvered a diamond ruff. safely come to rest.
principle or rational thinking.
It's a little bit like the media reports
last year indicating that a British
insurance firm was offering coverage
for "Virgin Birth by Act of God.- he
was
alien impregnation ins
37 Copycat
ACROSS
sold to 300 women in the irst week it
38 Guido's low
was offered. Under the coverage.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
note
I Utah city
which cost $3 a week, a virgin could
39 — Bros
5 Baseball
$1.5 million if she were impregcollect
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
42 Liable to be
slat
nated by an "Act of God " According to
li-IERE
phoned
Sicilian
8
IF
VOO,
MIND
60, wg:Re DOING,LIKE
WE'RE. INTOTAIS FOR THE
CL,1 T;NG THE NEWS
i2 wds
resort
the insurance company. the concept
THE HOT HEADLiNES, \AIERE A REAL DISASTER,
NUMereR3 — PsstkioNE WHO
46 Small case_
12 Goodbye in
Fcr CPOF' RADIO.THEY
received a "frosty response'. from
Sofsie
OR
WAR
A
LIKE
IN-lb
FORWARD
FAST47 Demon
DUMPS THE C.otetPETITON
Britain
GIVE rr 05 MINUTES
church officials.
SWITcH To
P
ING,WE
H
1SAM!
AN'
SFotTS,
Former
49
—
AIR
13
THE.
Aurora
"IN' SURFS
EVERY HOUR ON THE
People have a right. of course. to
S MoPE "SLOW
politician
14 Midday
LEAD INTO THE NE`XT
HhLP, AN'ITS LIKE.,FAST! WE GOMA GmA13'EM AN'
whatever
beliefs they choose But
"
SINCERE
Long
P
f\I\l'
Mr
15
HIT BEFORE COMMER
hoLD'THEIR ATTENTION!
50 Parisian
such beliefs, one hopes. should at
Strayinksy
CIAL
seasons
16 -- Paulo
least be in keeping with objectivity
51 -- Maria
17 Graphics
and the laws of nature
of
Opposite
52
starter
DEAR DR. GOTT. I was prescribed
ecto
18 Illuminated
Zoloft last month for depression After
53 — the panic
naturally
the first dose. I experienced debilitat
button
20 Untie
54 Ana's - ing nausea. wmiting and diarrhea •
22 Bovine
55 Mr
23 Singer V,kk
Subsequent. I called the doctor
0
331
United
1998
Feature
Syndicate
24 Prayer
and
the pharmacist Both were unhe
DOWN
ending
lieving and said something other than
9 Negative
5 Relax
27 Fertilizers
the Zoloft caused my symptoms
votes
6 -- constrictor
31 Nothing
0
1.
apart
of
name
City
Alaska
Sets
T
'The
Therefore, the following night. I
Prince
32
GARFIELD
11 Unknown
from others
2 Spaghetti
of again took the medicine with identical
iabbr
8 Agnes
sauce name
33 Part of ETA
results. Goodbye, Zoloft Goodbye.
19 Roman 9 ot-' doctor. Now
Collar
Moorehead
34 Recnvers
what do I do with Sri('
TV role
21 Hockey great
4 Mr Brancle
36 Miss Fi,rher
worth of pills I cannot take?
and family
DEAR READER: I don't know why
23 Apple —
24 Part of 08A
your health professionals disparaged
25 Ms Farrow
your reactions, which arc secognitcd
26 Cloth
side effects of Zoloft and were certain
measure
ly proven by your second experience
27 West African
28 Lincoln s son with the drug. Obviously, the medicine
disagreed with you and you were. coc
29 Sea eagle
rect to discontinue it
30 Mrs (Sp
32 Record
Since you have used two pills out ii
35 Disappear
the
original prescription, the pharrna
36 Engraves
cist will probably not allow you to
with acid
return the supply that is left .Ask him
38 N y C
however I suspect that you'll itis!
PEANUTS
landmark
49 Sob
have to take this as an important
40 Aleutian
7 .
learning experience absorb the iodI
i'AA BACK V:
• island
YES MA'AM REQUEST PERMISSION
and flush the remaining pills down the
`(ES MA'AM REQUEST PERMI5ION
41 Regrets
7i-1E
KNOW..S,HE
I
toilet
ANSWERS
THE
A
TO
COPY ALL
TO 60 OUT FOR
42 U S
TE-ACPER
FROWNS
To give von more information I MU
itennisi
FROM MARCIE'S PAPER WHILE
PRINK OF WATER
43 Mother s
sending
COPY of al Ht'dith
SHE'S OUT OF THE ROOM .
.,
sister
-----A .
Report •Consumer Tip. on N.iedicine
./
44
Sparta
queen
Other readers who would like a copy
7<.7
45 French city
48 Roman 1 006 should send 52 plus a long. self
addressed. stamped envelope to f' It
Li
Box 2017. Murray. Hill Station, Ne\%
101.\ri Re sure to mention
York.
Vat\
•
the title

I
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DEATHS
Ruben Rose
808 p.m. at
Ruben Rose, 87, Broad Street, Murray, died Mont* at
Home.
Nursing
the Westview
Sinking
Born in Calloway Counts on Feb. 18, 1911, he attended
Corp.
Chrysler
for
r
superviso
a
as
worked
Springs Baptist Church and
in Michigan.
Martha
Sur‘ivors include a hall-brother, Walter Rose. a hall -sister,
of
Rose
Allen
including
Rose, both of Michigan; and several cousins,
Murray
Rose and Savannah
He as predeceased by his parents. Richard E.
Hart Rose.
Sinking Springs
Graveside services will be 11 a.m. Thursday at the
Miller Funeral
at
y
Wednesda
p.m.
5
after
call
Cemetery Friends may
Urban Beland
Hale
Home. Mark Paschall, Mitchell Paschall, Charles
cher will serve as pallbearers.

Jetta Houston
in the chapel
Services for Jetta Houston will be at 1 p.m., Tuesday,
Home.
Funeral
Churchill
of J.H.
and Scott
Officiating will be the Revs. Jack Jones, Buron Richerson
and
Chapman
June
and
Al
by
provided
be
McDuffie. Music will
Oneida White.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Hendrick, Fred
Pallbearers will be John Lassiter, Bob Miles, Ben
Richter, Don Murdock and Leon Orr.
March 29,
Mrs. Houston, 94, of Locust Grove Road,, Murray, died
home.
her
in
p.m.
4:20
1998 at

Boy accused in
molestation case
By AMY KUEBELBECK
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
older of two boys held in the
Arkansas schoolyard ambush is
accused of molesting a little girl
while he visited Minnesota last
summer, according to an aunt and
a former neighbor.
"It happened," Mitchell Johnson's aunt, Linda Koelsch of
Spring Valley, told the Saint Paul
Pioneer Press. "He did it."
Mitchell, 13, was charged with
inappropriately touching the girl,
who was 2 or 3 at the time, according to a source close to the
investigation. The boy has appeared in court twice and a juvenile trial is pending, the source
said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
NBC News reported that the
trial is set for June. The network
also reported that Mitchell was
" under psychiatric counseling as
recently as last fall.
Records of the case have not
been made public because he is a
juvenile.
Mitchell also told a friend and
the friend's mother that he had to
go to court over the matter.
"He said he was being accused
of sexually molesting her," said
Cathy O'Rourke, who lived in the
same southern Minnesota trailer
park as Mitchell until he moved
to Arkansas with his mother.
Mitchell's parents divorced in
1994. Mitchell spent summers
with his father, Scott Johnson, in
Grand Meadow, about 95 miles
south of Minneapolis.
Mitchell and Andrew Golden,
11, are being held on five counts

each of murder and 10 counts of
battery. Police say the two ambushed classmates and staff
members who had left the school
in Jonesboro, Ark., last week after the boys triggered a fire
alarm.
Ms. O'Rourke said Mitchell
described the Minnesota incident
to her and her son Andrew as a
"big misunderstanding" and that
he was only helping the toddler
pull up her pants in the bathroom.
"He said the cops had gotten
called and it got way blown out
of proportion and he was going to
have to go to court," she said.
According to a sheriff's June
14 report from the Austin-Mower
County Law Enforcement Center,
the boy whom sources identify as
Mitchell admitted taking- his
pants down and the girl's pants
down in a bedroom and touching
her sexually.
Ms. O'Rourke said the girl is
related to Scott Johnson's live-in
girlfriend but she didn't know
what the relationship was. The
girl and her mother moved out of
the trailer park about two weeks
after the incident.
KAAL-TV in Austin linked
Mitchell to the police report
Friday.
People who knew Mitchell before the shootings have alternatively described him as a choirboy and as a bully who was despondent and angry when
grade-school sweethearts moved
on.

HOG MARKET
Federal Stale Market htlri Service March 31,1011
KeNtacky Pu,cA.Arm Hop Market Report Wades 2
Buying Slalom Receipts AcL 144 Ed 244 Barrows &
GM' $1.1111 higher Sews steady
IS 1•3 234464 lba----------$34.110 • 34311
__..$3110- 33 00
IS 1-3 215-130 Rd
—$33.34 • 34.00
'IS 3-4 260-230
• 2400
----US 1-2 241415
Sows
US 1-2 2711-350
US 1.3 300-450 16L—L-----S19IN 2344
- 24.44
IS 1-3 454-525
$23.11 - 31.04
LS 1-3 523 & up
19.04
•
$1794
US 2-3 300504
loan $13.1110-314.011

FAST
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Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By. And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years, the Welcome Wagon*
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses.
For you. It's a new day. Why not start it
by making a new friend? We'd love to
hear from you.

John Robert Clendenon
Murray, died Monday at
John Robert Clendenon, 70, Poplar Street, Hospital.
County
9:15 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
soil conservation employee
A U.S. Army veteran, he was a retired
Church.
and a member of First Baptist
Clendenon of Murray; two
Survivors include his wife, Virginia
Gary and Shelia Garland and
daughters. Karen Lamb and husband
Lucille Ross of LaGrange,
husband Tim, all of Murray; three sisters,
of St. Louis, Mo.; and
Smith
Evelyn
Maurelle Nance of Almo and
Lamb and Reese Lamb.
three grandchildren, Paul Lamb, Ruth
Clendenon and a sister,
Donelson
His parents, Arthur and Beedie
death.
in
him
Nell Ridgeway, preceded
Churchill Funeral Home.
Services will be announced by J.H.

Gregory (Greg) Willoughby
Serviceslor Gregory (Greg) Willoughby will be at 2 p.m., Wednesday at Miller Funeral Home in Murray with the Rev. Jim Pounders
officiating. John Willoughby, Charles Willoughby, Keith Chadwick,
Joe Don Wilson, Timmy Thornton and Micky Pierce will serve as
pallbearers.
Music will be provided by Cindy Satterwhite.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 5 to 9 p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at Miller Funeral Home.
Willoughby, 35, 4020 U.S. 641 South, Murray, died Saturday,
March 29, 1998 at 3:20 p.m. in a motorcycle accident on Kentucky
121.
A member of University Church of Christ, he was employed at
Hannigan Fairing and Sidecar in Murray as a painter.
He was preceded in death by his grandparents, Roy Arlon and
Geneva Willoughby and Henry and Lena Garner.
Survivors include his.father, Dallas Willoughby and wife Mary of
Murray; his mother, Janie Gamer Willoughby and special friend Calvin Gibson of Murray; one brother, David Willoughby of Atlanta, Ga.;
and four stepbrothers, Terry and Kenneth Mott of Murray, Gary Mott
of Versailles, Kevin Mott of Bedford, Ind.

Mary Margaret Bazzell
Mary Margaret Bazzell, 81, Hammond Road, Kirksey, died March
28, 1998 at 2:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Services were Tuesday at 11 a.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Pallbearers were Herschal Pace, Don Paschall, Phil McCallon, Ron
Pace, Rob McCallon and Dale Outland.

44,

Dixieland Center. Murray
(602) 769-0310
Brent Williams. Manager
Gayle Toon. CSR

•

Holland Tire Co.

,-:..

Ty Fiebig of 124 King Richard
Drive in Murray is a winner in The
Service Merchandise Scholarship
Program. The program is sponsored
by Service Merchandise Company.
Fiebig attends Calloway County
High School and intends to major in
engineering/accounting.
He is a member of the National

Science Honor Society, Beta Club,
Chemistry Team,Coed-Y Club and
the Foreign Language Club
The Service Merchandise Scholarship Program was created to
serve as a lasting tribute to Mary &
Harry Zimmerman, who founded
Service Merchandise in 1960.
Each year Service Merchandise
awards one hundred (100) $500
scholarships to students who have
demonstrated exceptional classroom activities as well as outstanding participation in school and community activities.

gra

Age.,
753-4703
TV FIEBIG

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

• Mobile
• Auto
Home
• Boat
Health
•
Farm
•
• Business
• Home
• Life
• Renters
• Annuities
• Nursing Home
All-Around Coverage
All-Around Murray &
Calloway County

Holland Motor Sales
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General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich
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SPRINGTIME SPECIALS
CH-X99RF 12

Disc

Mobile CD Changer 5269 95

You can buy top brands like JVC,Kenwood, Orion & CerwinVega at guaranteed low prices from a dealer; factory
authorized to sell & service their merchandise.
37 Years In Business — We Are The Professionals

WORLD OF SOUND

Fiebig wins scholarship

222 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5865

Investments Since 1854.

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Market Report
Jana Ind. Avg.8858.60 + 76.48
,•11 DowStock
Products...---83 + 1916
'",f7r*"

66"/16 A T &
Bell South .........._66'/. + 19/16
Briggs & Stratton. 453/4 +
Bristol Myers Squibb.--1033/4 + 11/4
CBT Corp. Ky.'934 B 347/s A
559/16 + 9/16
CAT -.-.-.....
Chrysler_.............._.4296 + 1
Dean Foods............ S03/6 - 3/16
67-9. Exxon.--Ford Motor.....-- 6.59. + li/s
General Electric ---8613/16 +
General Motors... 691/2 + 11/4
Goodrich.--..... 523/1 - 916
Goodyear.. -.... /41/2 +
HopFed Banc*.....17s/s B 173/4 A
......1047/. + 19/.
I B M
geirsoll Rand-- 483/4 + 19,6
Inte
7719/16 + 9/16
Intel
'Wharf! Lyons is a market maker in
NC no
Pm's
lyons
ehangilin
tlii
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

K U Energy6,......... 421/6 + 1/s
4696 + 1
.....
Kroger
+ 916
L G &
Lucent Tech-- 1271/2 + 21/4
Mattel ........._..3911/i6 + '916
McDonalds .....-5819/16 - 9/16
Merck ...-..-............12,8',. + 2
Microsoft ...............8992 + 1 sit
753/s +
J.C. Penney
Peoples First* 363/6 B 379/s A
Quaker Oats-m-5719/16 + 3/4
809/s +
Schering-Plough
Sears..-.-..-........--SW/a + 7/s
609/s - 5/16
Time Warner.--7213/16 + 3/4
Union Planters.-- 6296 + 3/4
UST.-.-.-..-.-........32"/16 51 + 9/16
Wal-Mart..

this stock.
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Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.S. Mod,ILL Lyons, his. • Vffaiker NYSE msd UPC

Ear, Nose & Throat Specialist
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital

•513 S. 12th St.=

753-4461

A Member Seririce

94Tetami4074

Hostess - Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348

The nails.
The death.
The resurrection.

This is one night
you'll never forget.

4.-Atito/Furniture/Other
Purchases
• Consolidation Loans
'Loans
• Personal
• Home Improvement
Loans

a+Heights
• Finance)

--varztos,

JVC KDS630 $179 95 • JVC

Most Loan Decisions
In I Hour

Receive Tax Refund
Cash Loans
$300 - $15,000

Webelos II Cub Scouts from Pack 57 recently received their Arrow of Light,
the highest recognition for Cub Scouts. Pictured at the annual Blue & Gold
Banquet are:(top row, left to right) Cody ZIrbel,son of Jay and KrIssy ZIrbel;
Cory Zirbel, son of Jay and Krissy zirbei; Taft Adams, son of Michael and
Marsha Adams; Bryan Nixon, son of Larry and Teresa Nixon; Taylor Cooper,
son of Greg and Darlene Cooper;(second row, left to right) Krissy ZIrbel,
Webelos Leader;Sam Boyd,son of Tim and Susie Page; Jake Steeinack, son
of Cindy Steeinack; and Derek Nance,son of Rick Nance and Anne Newberry.

Majid Torabi, M.D.
Ear, Nose, Throat, Head & Neck Surgery,
Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery

Dr. Majid Torabi is now accepting patients in
his office at 205 South 8th St., across from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Dr. Torabi specializes in the treatment of ear,
nose, and throat conditions and disorders, facial
plastic surgery and head and neck surgery. You
may schedule an appointment' by calling 759HEAR (759-4327).
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fig's Alive!
Al

outdoor Baiter drama
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
April 3 & 4,7:00-9:00pm
Call (502)436-2994 for more information

11111 JJ

205 South 8th St.
Murray, KY
759-HEAR
(759-4327)
•

Tony Milano, MA., CCC/A
Certified Clinical Audiologist

Tony Malian°,Certified Clinical Audiologist, will be joining Dr.
Majid Torabi in his office at 205 South 8th
Street. He will be offering complete audiological services, specializing in the fitting and
dispensing of advanced
technology programmable hearing 'aids.

